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This Month's Highlights
Beginning a New Series

:

Resonant Circuits (Part 1)

(see page 25)

Replacing Twist -Prong Electwlvtics
(see page 44)
Short Cuts in Color Servicing
(see page 30)

About Automatic Tuning Devices
(see page 12)

More Thau Just Tube Changing
(see page 39)
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You are more apt to get

the volume control you need
from your I RC distributor
than from any other source
w
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Whether you need a special exact duplicate control
or a standard replacement carbon or wire -wound
control, you are almost sure to find it at your
IRC Distributor.
He carries the most versatile line of controls in the
industry. He offers you better, more complete
replacement coverage. He can supply an almost
endless variety of combinations of resistance elements and shafts.
He can take care of your needs far more frequently
than any other source.
And you can depend upon IRC quality and
dependable performance. Exact duplicate TV and
Auto Set controls (over 850 of them) are specified
to manufacturers' procurement prints-they will
fit and operate without modification.
Make your IRC Distributor Your Volume Control
Headquarters.
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New IRC Dealer Parts Stocks No. 21 and No. 22 afford
you amazing coverage of not only exact duplicate controls but also standard carbon and wire -wound control
coverages. As much as $1245 coverage for an amazingly low investment! See your IRC Distributor today!
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RESISTANCE CO.
Broad St., Phila.

Canada: International
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Resistance Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Licensee
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MODEL 2805W

(shown right)

Double stacked array

PLUS high
frequency elements.
All Alt. rinum Construction.
Mounts on arty mast up to 11/4".
QUICK -RIG design for speedy

mci installation.

one

Complete with stacking bars.

MODEL 180>W
280SW

o

ily

no

....

same as
double stocked.

... QUICK -RIG
element "Lazy-)" Conical.
MODEL 180

MODEL 280

8

....

QUICK -RIG
double stacked ''Lazy -X" Conical.

".

280

Unquestionably...
U -e best performing at
P -oven

100

the lowest possible price!

LZX 100 single array
LZX 101 singlearray,unassembled
LZX 200 8 element conical com-

RADIART... the name you can depend upon

... offers a COMPLETE..
and NEWLY ENGINEERED line of superbly
performing TV antennas at an economy price.
Carefully tested under all conditions ... each
of these new models is guaranteed to be the best
pesformirg at the lowest possible price.
for QUALITY and VALUE

.

pletely assembled, stacked array

LZX 201

8 element conical unassembled, stacked array

LZX 150 single array
LZX 151 singlearray,unassembled
LZX 250 6 element conical assembled, stacked array
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LZX 251

6 element conical unassembled, stacked array
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Reputation Builder k ì

:

it

pays to get along with everybody

s

*

...

more than 40% picked you because

Only 13% of your customers chose

But

you because you were nearby

they liked you

...

or knew someone else who did

it pays to replace with Sprague Black Beauty Telecaps

Another way to build and hold a reputation is
to insist on top quality replacement parts. Callbacks
due to replacement failures not only cost you money
... they also cost you customers! Replace with less
than the best and you place your reputation at stake.
In capacitors, the best is Sprague.
Take the Telecap molded tubular, for example.
It's the most imitated capacitor Sprague ever
introduced. But you get Sprague performance only
when you insist on Sprague Telecaps. They're the first
choice of reputation -conscious manufacturers and
servicemen ... yet they cost no more.

Get your copy of Sprague's latest radio and TV
service catalog, C-455. Write Sprague Products Co.*,
105 Márshall Street, North Adams, Mass.
*Distributors' Division of Sprague Electric Company

don't be vague... insist on

SPRAGUE®
rer
world's largest capacitor manufacturer

SPRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR YOU
2
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ASTRON

CAPACITORS HAVE

. .

long life
CALL-BACK CONSTRUCTION
ASSURED BY 10 INDIVIDUAL
N O

P

RODUCTION TESTS
Ad 100% FINAL INSPECTION

Long life in capacitors is important to you
as a serviceman. Complete confidence
in the components you use is a

necessity, because your business is

built on reputation.
Astron considers the serviceman's reputation to be
prime importance. That
is why each capacitor is
manufactured under Astron's
"Staminized" system.
Astron's "Selected Purchasing"
guarantees that only the very finest
of raw materials are chosen. Astron's
special production techniques are
supplemented by continuous inspection
under strict quality controls. Production tests are made right on the production line
10 separate tests in all.
A 100% final inspection is made before
any capacitor can be shipped.
You can put your trust in Astron .. .
your assurance of top performance
every time.
There is an Astron "Staminized"
Capacitor built especially to fill the
specific, exacting replacement requirements of any ¡ob you tackle.
Remember, your reputation is our
business, too. Build it, guard it,
protect it ... Buy Astron!

...

...

SAFETY MARGIN

"SM"*M

IN IMITE

`Trade -Mark

BLUEPOINT ® MOLDED
PLASTIC PAPER TUBULAR

f%57Ó
Export Division: Rocke International Corp., 13 East 40th St., N. Y., N. Y.

4

Free Servicing Aid ..
Save time, use handy Astron pocket-sized Replacement
Catalog and Pricing Guide (AC -4D)
.. Write today!

ASTRON
CORPORATION
255 GRANT AVENUE

In Canada: Charles W. Pointen,

6

EAST NEWARK. N. J.

Alcina Ave., Toronto 10, Ontario
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Use
RAYTHEON

AI/-Sei
TV & RADIO
TUBES

o

ir

RAYTHEON

1i

)1

.{

for all set replacement work!
You'll save yourself trouble if you standardize
on Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes for replacement
work.
Here's why:
Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes are designed to give
perfect service in many makes and models of receivers because Raytheon sells Tubes to almost

every set manufacturer. To satisfy the many and
varying needs of so many manufacturers, these
tubes must combine top quality performance and
dependability. This successful combination makes
Raytheon "All -Set" Tubes tops for replacement.
Always use Raytheon "All-Set" Tubes to satisfy

your "all -set" customers?

TV-Radio service is your business

... serving you is ours

tHtíY'RF
hl

RAYTH EON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations

oylHEur

o

Los Angeles, Calif.
Atlanta, Ga.
Newton, Mass.
Chicago, Ill.
Raytheon makes t Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,
all these
Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.

f
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Dear Editor:
I would appreciate your help in finding the solution to a trouble in a Scott
Ravenswood model TV receiver. The
trouble is in the sound. The picture is
perfect and bright, but the sound is
distorted to such a degree that you
cannot make out what people are
saying.
WILLIAM C. LE Duc

Troy, N. Y.

555A QOM
YOU NEED THESE FEATURES:

Meter Movement Protection up to 500 times overload
is provided by a rectifier network.

The 555A Measures: AC Current, DC Current, AC Voltage,
DC Voltage, Output, Resistance

43 Unduplicated Ranges

Separate Range and Function Switches

Dear Editor:
I have a sweep generator with 54
ohms of output impedance and I want
to match it to 300 -ohm line. What
values of resistors should I use?

Double Magnetic Shielding

3% DC, 4% AC Permanent Accuracy
Easy to Read, Four Color Scales 4

Metal Case with Die Cast Bezel

" long
61/8 " x 4 %"

Troubles in the audio section of a TV
receiver can often be very hard to locate; however, the symptoms you describe point very strongly to incorrect
oscillator alignment of the tuner. Since
the Scott set uses a switch type tuner
with incremental inductances for tuning, it will be necessary to follow the
procedure outlined in the service literature to align the oscillator correctly.
Should alignment of the oscillator
fail to eliminate the audio trouble, it is
out suggestion that you align the entire audio IF and detector strip, and if
trouble still persists, check the audio
amplifier and output stages for trouble.
The audio stages may best be checked
for distortion or other trouble by applying an audio signal to the grid of
the audio amplifier and varying the
signal level and frequency. Any distortion caused by the audio section should
be noticeable at the speaker.
Alignment of the audio IF and ratio
detector stages should reveal any trouble in these stages because an incorrectly operating stage will prevent a
satisfactory alignment.Editor

7/a

GERARD LEBOEUF

x 21/8"

Montreal, Canada

Sensitivity: 20,000 Ohms/Volt DC, 2000 Ohms/Volt AC

Complete with Probes and
Batteries at your Parts Distributor

$4450

Use the network shown below. The
resistors should be a non -inductive
type, preferably carbon or composition
units. Editor

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT AND ELECTRONIC COMPANY
151 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena, California
6
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Dear Editor:
Would you please send me the dope
on how to hook a Webcor record
changer to a Philco TV table Model
22D4148?
I read your PF REPORTER every month
and it has helped me several times on
servicing problems.

C. D. BRENNEMAN

Feather River Inn
Blairsden, Calif.
A phono plug and switch assembly
may be added to the Philco receiver as
outlined below. This type of hookup,
however, will permit the major part of
the TV receiver to function while the
phono is being operated. The setup disables only the horizontal sweep and
high voltage circuits and switches the
input of the audio amplifier from the
TV sot.nd detector to the phono output.
It would be desirable to disable the
B+ and filaments of the unused tubes,
but this is quite involved and would require special switches.-Editor

i

SWl

from carton
to picture

AUDIO AMP
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in less time!

;678

VOLUME
CONTROL

TONE
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CONTROL

AUDIO DE-.
SW1 and SW2

ARE GANGED

HORIZ. OUT.

6CDb

.01 - 600V

DAMPER

116

6AU4
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IDTH
CONTROL

17,10000
_LMMF

42.5K

5000c.
260V
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-

OU MAKE MORE PROFIT
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111

WITH A

SW2
260V

BREAK CONNECTION HERE

Trade -mari

re dollars ahead from the very

Dear Editor:
I am now chasing down a new
trouble in an RCA Victor CT -100.
Symptoms are no color from station
signal-yet the signal from my color
bar generator comes through with normal color bars. I checked the output of
the generator with my field strength
meter and got about 500 microvolts.
The station signals on channel 4 are
about 1,000 to 1,500 microvolts. Can you
give me any help on this?
M. W. DERAS

Lakewood, Calif.

inute you buy a TACO Topliner
antenna. Dollar -for-dollar you get
gain and greater customer satisfacwith a Topliner installation
because, Topliners are dry-cleaned
clean and easy to handle-Topliners
corporate features to reduce installation time
-Topliners are stronger and more rigid.
nd most important of all, when the installation is
ompleted you get RESULTS ... sharper, brighter pictures that stay bright, thanks to TACO's rugged
mechanical construction. Topliners are built to work
Metter and to STAY WORKING BETTEReliminating costly call-backs.

fore
on
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Topliners are available in four models to meet every
area requirement. Cat. 2540, 2550, 2560 and 2570.
Taco jobbers have complete details on these antennas.

We suspect that the receiver in your

case is not at fault and that the difficulty lies in the antenna system. It
seems akely that the gain of the system
is down considerably at the color sub carrier frequency, which is about
70.83 megacycles for channel 4. We
recommend that you check the orientation of your antenna and possibly try
another in 45 place.-Editor

Model 2550

__

\ \i

Ile

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION,

Model 2570
SHERBURNE, N. Y.

IN CANADA: Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd., Toronto 4, Ont.

gierrie"CZ
POWER -POINTS
THE WAY TO

PLUS -PROFITS!

Here's Power -Point Pete's
CASH BOX

A NEW and Profitable Promotion

The Package Deal With Extra Profit Built
Right in! Power -Point Pete's CASH BOX is a selfcontained point -of-purchase package containing two
each of three Power -Point models and two each of
three Power-Point mounts. You get the whole package, plus direct -mail merchandisers in color, at a
merchandising price. THERE'S NO CHARGE AT
ALL for some items! You get extra profits and you
pass on an extra profit margin to your dealers, too!

Electro -Voice Ads
Hit Your Major Markets!

Electro -Voice ads in RECORD &
SOUND RETAILING and THE
BILLBOARD pre -sell your prime
customers-record dealers! Eight
thousand record dealers account for
85% of total phono and record sales.
These are the people who can sell
Power -Points in volume. They're
the big-order customers you want.
Go get 'em with-Electro-Voice direct mail pieces and these hard -sell
ads! See them! Sell them! Profit
along with them!

POWER-POINT-the Electro -Voice

phonograph needle -and -cartridge
combination-is taking the market
by storm! The fact that over a mil-

lion Power -Points are in use now as
original equipment means guaranteed replacement sales for you! Production has tripled! Power -Point is
a natural for customers, a profit
builder for dealers, and very profitable for YOU!

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.

Electro -Voice Follow -Through
Merchandising helps you move
merchandise! You'll remember the
first Power -Point promotion-the
phonograph records, slide film, wall
racks, wall and window banners,
the colorful envelope stuffers, the
4 -page, color folder that tells the
Power -Point story. Have you used
these sales tools? They will help
you sell more merchandise to more
merchants!

BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

-V of Canada Ltd., 1908 Avenue Road,
Toronto, Ontario
13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U. S. A.

Canada:

E

Export:
Cables:

ARLAB

5kofTdk
MILTON S. KIVER
Author of ..
How, fo Understand and Use TV Test Instruments
and Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits
.

Installatiion Precautions with
Master Antenna Systems

In recent "Shop Talk" columns,
we have shown how a master antenna system would be laid out on
paper, and from this, installed in
a building. Now let us turn our
attention to some of the precautions which should be observed in
order not to weaken the installation.
Antenna

Aside from the choice of an antenna and As location, which we
will not go into, the next most important features concern the ruggedness of the antenna, its supporting structure and its grounding. It can be said without quali-

fication that the antenna is the
foundation for the entire system
and if skimping, due to economy,
is necessary, the antenna is definitely not the place where this
economy should be practiced. Not
only should the best possible antenna be chosen, but considerable
attention should be given to the
sturdiness of its supporting structure. For example, if aluminum
tubing is used to support an antenna, insert a wooden dowel in
the end of the tubing where it
fastens to the boom. This will prevent pinching and provide a
stronger support. Or, if the mast
is to be fastened to a brick wall,
do not drill into the mortar between the bricks-drill directly

into the bricks. Although easier
to drill, mortar provides less support than brick. Also, it is not advisable to fasten studs to the topmost row of bricks, since this is
the weakest part of the wall.
These are all small things, to be
sure, but what they add up to is
not insignificant.
Antenna Grounding

Antenna grounding is another
facet of antenna installation.
The mast must be thoroughly
grounded with at least No. 8
ground wire run directly to a cold
water pipe. Many installation men
use the plumbing vent pipe which
sticks through the roof top not
only for grounding, but for support as well. Whether or not this
will serve for grounding depends
upon the resistance of this particular path to ground. It is not
uncommon to find an insulating
type of sealing compound used on
the pipe joints, and in these instances the resistance of this path
to ground may be so high as to
render it useless for static discharge. Again, metal plumbing
pipes are frequently connected to
terra-cotta or non-metallic sewer
pipes underground, and here, too,
the resistance to ground may be
quite high.
Probably the chief reason why
please turn to page 52

The seven antennas used in a 2,000 -unit garden -apartment installation near New
York City for the seven channels available in the area.

lburtesy Blonder -Tongue Labs., Inc.
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Do you need a Degree
for success in Electronics?
Not necessarily," says Dick Brani, 33 -year -old Field
Engineering Instructor in Project Sage at IBM -Kingston, New York. "Oh, sure-I'm aware of my limitations
to design electronic equipment even though I am qualified to maintain it. That's the biggest advantage of a
formal degree. The point is ... there are many responsible management positions opening all the time in IBM
for men like myself ... and comparable positions elsewhere would probably require an engineering degree."

He decided his best bet might be business accounting.
When Dick graduated in 1940, he accepted a position
with a New York banking firm. It was not until Dick
entered the Army in 1943 that he had the opportunity
to pursue a more advanced form of mathematics, an
A.S.T.P. training program at Lehigh University. This
all -too -brief experience convinced Dick that he should
make his career in a field that was in some way related
to electrical technology.

Some seven years ago, IBM took the initiative with
respect to technical training within its own organization. It realized, even then, that a great number of intelligent and otherwise capable men were falling by the
wayside merely because they lacked 4 years of college
engineering. Statistics indicated that because of financial difficulty or improper high-school preparation, close
to 50% of the potential engineers in the country became
lost in the educational shuffle. While some people with
less foresight ignored the fact or bemoaned it, IBM did
something about it. Consequently, fellows like Dick
Brani can now enjoy more satisfying, more rewarding
work than ever before.

Postwar Education. Discharged with the rank of Staff
Sergeant, Dick returned to Allentown, Pa., to marry a
girl he had met while enrolled at Lehigh. During this
period, he successfully supported his family and himself
selling various lines of food. In the evening, however,
Dick continued his study of radio, TV, and electronics
at the Allentown Branch of the Temple Institute. In two
years' time, he graduated and secured an F.C.C. license.
His technical career was beginning to take shape.

Greet Interest in Mathematics. While Dick was attending Boys' High in Brooklyn, his principal academic
interest was mathematics. And, like many other young
fellows of that era, Dick was realistic about his future.

IBM Looks Especially Good. Glancing through an issue of Time Magazine one evening, Dick happened to
read an article about Thomas J. Watson, Jr., the president of IBM. The story emphasized Mr. Watson's great
faith in the future of electronic computers
the won-

...

derful promise it holds for the ambitious, intelligent
young man. Some time later, Dick spotted a classified
ad describing IBM's association with Project Sage. Phil -

Brani trouble shooting Magnetic Drum Frame. Brani studies computer pluggable unit. Dick explains computer logic to a Systems Class.

10
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with no strings attached-no contracts. Upon graduation the road to success is wide open in all divisions of
the corporation.
The World's Largest Electronic Computer. "This
computer is really fantastic. It contains approximately
1,000,000 parts, and it's housed in a building 4 stories
tall. Information is filtered in from Texas towers, picket
ships, reconnaissance planes even ground observers.
Every object in the sky is analyzed. Then it checks each
object against available traffic data and identifies it as
either friendly or hostile. It can make suggestions, but it
can't send a Nike missile against a `baddie.' Only
authorized personnel can make that decision."

-

33 -year -old Dick Brani feels that technicians can grow into
more responsible positions.

adelphia was one of the work locations available after
training. That was all Dick Brani needed.
Asked to Become an Instructor. When Dick was
three-quarters of the way through his nine month computer systems course, he was invited to remain at Kingston as an instructor. "It was like a bolt out of the blue,"
he recalls. "I knew I'd enjoy teaching, but I always
thought it was out of the question. I accepted all right,
and I can't tell you how much I've enjoyed helping these
fellows and watching them grow within the organization. For instance, there's a fellow in my class right now
whose education is limited to correspondence school.
He's in the top third of his class, and has a real future
with IBM-all because he has the native talent and is
willing to work."
What Does Dick Brani Teach? "Actually, I teach

three separate courses for technicians in field engineering. One is computer systems testing, which is for the
more advanced student. This training lasts for 33 weeks
-a long time, perhaps, but it's well worth it. Another
is a program of 24 weeks' duration that deals with computer input-output units. Finally, I teach a course in
computer units displays. This also lasts for 24 weeks.
Each one of these courses is an education in itself." Experience has shown that IBM's educational programing
is most successful. Men accepted receive their training

What About Dick's Future? "Well, right now, I'm doing work that most technicians couldn't touch with a
ten -foot pole. I know of few companies where technicians are actually doing engineering work. I guess it's a
matter of approach. Both kinds of companies will get
the job done, but IBM prefers to think in terms of the
man, encouraging him to grow into more responsibility.
You might say that IBM gets more out of the man, and
in the final analysis, it seems a lot more efficient from
the corporation's and employee's viewpoint. Personnel
policy at all levels-management, engineering, or technical-is the same. The future is wide open."

Just recently, Dick bought a home in Saugerties, near
Kingston, where his wife Betty and their three children,
David, 9, Sharon, 7, and Paul, 3, enjoy a pleasant, contented life together. Occasionally, in the summertime,
Dick plays softball with his co-workers. But his family
is-and always will be-his predominant interest.
What About You? Opportunities in the Project Sage
program of long-range national importance are still
growing. If IBM considers your experience equivalent
to an E.E., M.E. or Physics degree, you'll receive 8
months' training, valued at many thousands of dollars
as a Computer Systems Engineer. If you have 2 years'
technical schooling or the equivalent experience, you'll
receive 6 months' training as a Computer Units Field
Engineer, with opportunity to assume full engineering
responsibility. Assignment in area of your choice. Every
channel of advancement in the entire company is open.
All the customary benefits and more. WRITE to: Nelson
O. Heyer, Dept. 8602, IBM, Kingston, New York.
You'll receive a prompt reply.

Customer Engineers: opportunities are also
available, locally, for servicing IBM machines,
after training with pay. Consult your nearest
IBM office.

IBM
At the Maintenance Console.
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At home Dick plays with one of his three children.
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INDEXING
WAFER
SWITCH

TUNING
MOTOR

PRESELECTOR

PANEL

Fig. 1. Channel preselection

with Admiral power tuning.

Automatic tuning systems are
enjoying a great surge of popularity in the television industry
this year, with some form of
motorized tuning being offered as
an optional feature on many
brands of TV sets. The main components of a typical automatic
tuning device are a small electric
motor geared to the tuner shaft
and a group of switches and cams
used to start and stop the motor.
In most sets, one of these motor control switches is mounted so
that the viewer can change channels by pushing a button on the
front or top of the cabinet. As a
rule, provisions are also made for
some kind of remote-control
switch which is generally furnished as a separate accessory.
A detailed description of the
operation and maintenance of
one automatic channel selector
(Philco "top touch tuning") was
given in "Examining Design
Features" in the May, 1956 issue
of PF REPORTER. Other motorized
systems operate in somewhat the
same manner as the Philco device
and call for similar repair procedures.
Oscillator Adjustment
Automatic tuning devices on
sets already in the field may be
12

circuit used

About These
Automatic
Tuning Devices
expected to need repairs only occasionally, but every new motorized receiver needs some checking
and adjustment during the initial
installation to insure proper tuner
operation. Manufacturers emphasize that the oscillator slugs in the
tuner must be aligned so that the
fine-tuning control will seldom
need adjustment to bring in a
satisfactory picture. The reason
for this is simple: If the set user
has to adjust secondary controls
each time he switches channels,
he might as well not have an automatic tuning device.
The slugs can normally be adjusted from outside the cabinet.
The fine-tuning control should be
set in one position and left there
while the various slugs are being
tuned. Each one should be rotated
until sound volume is near maximum and sound bars or graininess
appear in the picture, and then the
slug rotation should be reversed
just enough to clear up the picture. The order of adjustment is
not critical in turret tuners, but

the design of switch -type tuners
requires that the oscillator slugs
be adjusted in descending numerical order.
Preselector Adjustment

Another important adjustment
required on most automatic tuning systems is the setting up of a
preselector device which causes
the tuning mechanism to stop only
on active channels. In order to
explain how the preselection is
accomplished, let' us review the
operation of a typical automatic
tuner.
A tuning cycle is started when
power is furnished to the motor
through a push-button switch. As
soon as the tuner has left the on channel position, an internal holdin switch closes and the motor
continues to receive power after
the push button is released. When
the next desired on -channel position is reached, a metal tab or
cam associated with that channel
opens the hold -in switch and the
motor stops. The device can be
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set to prevent cams for unused
channels from opening the hold -in
switch, with the result that the
tuner will continue to rotate past
these positions.
Setting up the preselector involves only a series of simple mechanical adjustments, but it is
fruitful to note the variety of
ways in which the adjustments
are made in different automatic
tuning systems.
Philco

The Philco device previously
mentioned incorporated a wheel
with a ring of snap -in plastic buttons. If reception on any channel
was not desired, the button corresponding to that channel was
removed. This system had the disadvantage that spare buttons
were easily misplaced. Later
model. of Philco receivers have
non-removable switches in place

of the buttons. These are set by
means of a push-pull lever that is
accessible from the rear of the

receiver.
General Electric

The General Electric "U"-line
receivers have a bi-directional
automatic tuning system with
twin control buttons to provide
for either clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of the tuner
shaft. This system includes a pre selector device called a "program
wheel" which is mounted in the
upper left corner at the rear of the
receiver. This wheel contains 13
radial slide switches, one for each
VHF channel and one for UHF
tuning. When any one of these is
positioned toward the outer rim
of the program wheel, it acts as a
cam and opens the hold -in switch
when the associated channel position is reached. Sliding a switch

How to Set Up and Adjust
the New Motor
TV Tuners

toward the hub of the wheel
moves it out of reach of the hold in switch and causes the related
channel position to be skipped by
the automatic tuner.
Admiral

Admiral "power tuning" (Fig.
employs an indexing wafer
switch on the tuner shaft, rather
than a group of cams, to accomplish preselection. This switch is
wired into a panel containing 12
printed circuits-one for each
VHF channel. A tab on the wafer
switch lines up with one of these
printed circuits whenever the
tuner is in a specific channel posi1)

tion.
A gap exists in the foil of each

printed circuit, and a screw is
driven into the fiber panel at the
center of each gap. On every
screw is mounted a "washer"
which is actually a tiny printed
wiring board having a conductive
ring on the side facing the fiber
panel. Tightening a screw places
the ring in contact with the conductive foil, completing one of the
circuits. Whenever the tuner is
passing through any of the channel positions that correspond to
tightened screws, the printed circuit functions as a short across the

CAM SURFACE FOR
HOLD -IN SWITCH
CAM SURFACE FOR
BYPASSING SWITCH

Fig. 2. Adjustment wheel used in Crosley

selective tuning system.

CAM

MOTOR
HOLD -IN
SWITCH

GEAR
BOX

TUNING
MOTOR

motor -energizing switch and the
channel is bypassed.
The tips of the Phillips -head adjustment screws face the rear of
the receiver and are slotted so
that the screws can be reset with
an ordinary screwdriver. Each
one is labeled with the number
of the channel that will be bypassed when the screw is tightened.
please turn to page 57
PUSH
RODS

Fig. 3. Motorola tuning device showing push rods used for preselection.

REPLACING
Adite-Pitoes
ELECTROLYTICS

TERMINAL IDENTITY
small cut-out in the shape of a square, triangle, or half-moon can usually be
find at the basse of each positive terminal on all multisection electrolytics. These
-outs key the individual terminals to corresponding value markings stamped
on the body of the capacitor. The one terminal not bearing a cut-out symbol is
designated by the uncoded value on the body.
L

a

The replacement of a
multisection electrolytic capacitor is not always as
easy as

it looks. Problems

involving the identifying of
terminal and lead connections, the straightening of
mounting prongs and the replacement of insulators will
often arise. Here are a few
tips which should help all
technicians, including the
neophyte and the old-timer.

---+#-------

ORIENTATION

_J

unit should be indicated on the chassis, and the reFiucement part oriented accordingly. This is especially helpful when lead lengths
ore short.
The position of the original

IDENTIFYING LEADS
Here are suggested methods of marking leads for quicker and easier replacement. All leads removed from any one terminal should be twisted together
and coded with a string tag or adhesive sticker. An alternative is to keep a
check list on notepaper.

14
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INSULATED ELECTROLYTIC

SOLDERED PRONGS
Remove as m ich excess sc Icier as possible fro Ti all soldered moulting prongs.
In this perat on, it is advisable to protect the chass s wiring from solder droplets as hown

Replacing the insulated type of electrolytic presents a somewhat different problem.
Here, the twist -prongs are inserted through an insulated disc. The disc, in turn,
is riveted to the chassis-like a tube socket. Rather than straightening the prongs
and possibly damaging the insulator, it is easier to knock out the rivets and
remove the entire assembly.

c

!

MOUNTING THE INSULATED CAN
When replacing this type of snit, first mount a new insulator disc to the replacement can and then mount the unit on the chassis. Self -tapping metal screws or
small nuts area belts may be used in place of rivets.

STRAIGHTENING PRONGS
Use only sturdy slip -joint pliers to
straighten both soldered and nonsoldered
mounting prangs. If difficulty is enthe
when
straightening
countered
prongs, it mey be necesscry to cut or
twist thsm oft as close to the chassis as

possible

INSULATING THE CAN
REMOVING THE CAN
final step in removing the original
unit, heat each soldered prong while
moving the capacitor ba:k and forth
until all prongs are free.
As a

An insulatec jacket can usc.clly be attained from the distributor. I not, Ycwevci, the sleeve on the originad unit rray
be removes by applying heat to the rap
of the can-or the covering may be cet
from the can and then taped in pos t
arc and the replacement unit

Sizes and Types

for every Fuse need

you'll quickly find the right fuse for the job
- in the complete BUSS fuse line!
Standard type, dual -element (slowblowing), renewable and one-time type
fuses are all available from one source
-BUSS. You'll save time and trouble
by turning first to BUSS when you
need fuses.
And of great importance, there are
no 'kicks' or complaints from your
customers about the operation of BUSS
fuses-for to assure dependable protection under all service conditions,

157

16

BUSS fuses are tested in a sensitive
electronic device. Any fuse not cor-

rectly calibrated, properly constructed
and right in all physical dimensions is
automatically rejected.

Capitalize on the
BUSS

trademark

The universal trade and consumer
acceptance of BUSS fuses is based on
the millions upon millions of BUSS

BUSS ,fuses are made to protect
-not to blow, needlessly

fuses used in homes, on farms and in
industry over the past 42 years. Sales
are easier to make when you handle
BUSS
the Known brand of fuses.

...

For more information on BUSS and
FUSETRON Small Dimension fuses
and fuseholders
Write for bulletin
SFB. Bussmann Mfg. Co. (Div. of
McGraw Electric Co.), University at

...

Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.

TtOSTWOfTNY NAMES IN

SSKrbGS,

PROTECTION

BUSS
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Makers of a complete
line of fuses for home,
farm,
commercial,
electronic, automotive
and industrial
use.
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QUICKER
SERVICING
by Calvin C. Young, Jr.

Fig. 1. Installing foam -rubber pad.

Phono Hum Pickup

As the public becomes more and
more hi-fi conscious, many people
often try to make changes in their
home music systems in an effort
to improve the reproduction of
recorded music. One change
sometimes made is the replacement Df a crystal or ceramic
cartridge with a magnetic or
variable -reluctance unit. If this is
done properly, the system will
usually operate satisfactorily, but
there may be some undesirable
side effects.

Recently, after such a change,
a customer complained of a loud
low frequency hum from the
speaker whenever a single record
was played. His comment was a
well-worn phrase, "We never had
that before"-and in all probability they hadn't, because the hum
was due to pickup by the new
magnetic cartridge. There is a
very simple remedy for a trouble
of this kind-merely increase the
distance between the cartridge
and the turntable by a fraction of
an inch. This puts the magnetic
cartridge far enough away from
the turntable to prevent hum
pickup or make it negligible.
A foam -rubber pad made for
this purpose is shown being installed on the spindle of a changer
in Fig. 1. This type pad can be
obtained at low cost, and in addition to isolating the magnetic
cartridge from the turntable, also
cushions the record drop onto the
turntable, prevents record slippage, lessens damage to grooves
on records and damps out motor
rumble.
Horizontal Pulling
A Hallicrafters Model 17810M
television receiver was recently
SOUND TAKE-OFF
130v

B4

8MFD_2.2K

SYNC

230V

Fig. 3. Video section of
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Hallicrafters TV receiver.

Fig. 2. Horizontal pulling in picture, but
not in raster.

brought into the shop because the
raster was small and out of focus.
The selenium rectifiers in the set
were several years old and therefore were immediately suspect.
They proved to be weak and their
replacement restored the raster to
normal brilliance and size. However, a bending effect on objects
in the background of 'the picture
was soon noticed. Door jams, windows, telephone poles and even
people were distorted, making it
a strain to watch the picture. By
moving the centering lever, the
right edge of the raster was
brought into view (Fig. 2) , and it
was seen that even though the
picture showed evidence of pulling, the raster was straight.
Since the raster was not affected, it was decided that operation of the horizontal oscillator
and output stages was normal and
that the trouble might be in the
video amplifier or sync amplifier
stages. Accordingly, the tubes in
the video amplifier, sync amplifier, RF and IF stages were
checked. The RF amplifier had a
small amount of leakage between
heater and cathode and both IF
amplifiers tested weak, so all
three were replaced. No noticeable improvement in the picture
was obtained. The video detector
crystal shown in the circuit of
Fig. 3 was checked by comparing
its front and back resistance to
that of a new unit. The resistance
ratio of the old unit was 20K to
500 ohms, while that of the new
crystal was 200K to 1K ohms.
Substituting the new crystal,
however, did not remedy the hum
problem.
The coupling capacitors in the
video and sync stages .were
checked and the .05-mfd sync
please turn to page 62
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From the originator
of the 6BQ6GT 6CU6

6DQ6

TIPS ON
REPLACING
HORIZONTAL

AMPLIFIERS
No one tube satisfactorily replaces the
6BQ6GT, 6CU6, and 6DQ6
or their
heater -voltage variations. CBS knows be-

...

cause, foreseeing the need for each of these
three families of horizontal amplifiers, CBS
originated the 'BQ6, 'CU6, and 'DQ6. The
latter two were designed: 1. With increasingly greater safety margins to combat high
voltage and heat. 2. With improved sweep
characteristics.
In general, replacement of each tube should
be with the original type. But in some sets,
larger, wider-angle picture tubes using
higher voltages place overloads on the
original horizontal amplifiers. Here replacement should be a step upwards at a time:
'CU6 for 'BQ6... 'DQ6A for 'CU6. Following these rules will give reliable safety
margins and neither too little nor too much
sweep, especially important in receivers
with no horizontal width control.

Another good rule is to replace them all
with CBS tubes. The reason is logical. It's
better to use CBS originals . . . because
CBS has had more experience in making
them better.

Reliable products
through Advanced -

Engineering

CBS-HYTRON,

Danvers, Mass.

A Division of

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
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by Thomas A. Lesh
Latest Sylvania Sets
If you are faced with the job of
servicing one of the new Sylvania
TV chassis of the 1-533-7, -8, and
-9 series, you will encounter a
number of unusual physical features. Among the most interesting
of these is a shield (Fig. 1) which
encloses the yoke. Made of a fiber
materia: and covered with metal
foil, the shield restricts the radiation of interference from the yoke

winding.
The chassis itself is divided into
two sections cabled together-a
main section mounted horizontally
on the moor of the cabinet and a
"control plate" suspended by
Fig. 1. Shield to cut down yoke radiation in Sylvania Chassis 1-533-7.

TUNER

CHANNEL
SELECTOR LEVER

RUBBER BELT FOR

CHANNEL INDICATOR
TUNER
SHAFT

PLASTIC
PULLEY

PULLEY
AND HUB
W

IRE SPRING
CORD
RATCHET W HEEL

(CLAMPED TO

RATCHET
(ATTACHED
TO PULLEY)

TUNER SHAFT)

CHASSIS

RATCHET WHEEL HUB

TRAVEL OF LEVER

Fig. 2. Lever -operated tuning device in Sylvania Chassis 1-533-7.
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three bolts inside the top of the
cabinet. The tuner and the operating controls are mounted on the
control plate, and the knobs are
located along the top border of
the front panel. The speaker is
situated underneath the rim of the
picture tube and faces forward.
The leads for the speaker and
"HaloLight" lamp, as well as those
for the various picture -tube connections, must be unplugged in
order to free the chassis for removal. A portion of the front
panel comes off to give access to
the mounting screws for the control plate.
The on -off switch and the channel selector are both actuated by
levers which operate in the same
manner as the carriage -return
handle on a typewriter. The working parts of the on -off switch
operáte on a rocker principle, and
the switch position is shifted each
please turn to page 58
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for

WEAK
"SYNC"

give that set a "shot" with

RCA TUB E S

When the picture symptom is "unstable sync"-check into that sync separator,
sync amplifier, video if, and video amplifier, and use RCA Tubes when you
replace.
Designed and built to some of the tightest electrical tolerances in the tube
business, RCA Tubes are the answer for replacement types that fit the circuit.
Take the RCA-12AU7 and 6SN7-GTB, as examples. In these types, plate current
cutoff characteristic is extremely uniform from tube to tube. And stability is
excellent-even under wide variations in heater voltages. When you replacego 100 per cent with "RCA's", and watch your bench -time drop. When you order
-tell your distributor "RCA only" and watch your profits grow.

RECEIVING TUBES
Radio Corporation of America
Harrison, N. J.
Tube Division

20
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Special Resistors
in TV Sets
A GUIDE FOR DETERMINING STOCK REQUIREMENTS
In an attempt to answer the
two questions, "What circuits
most often contain special type resistors?" and "What ohmic values
and wattage ratings do these components have?" we have just completed a survey of 85 models of
TV receivers built during the last
four years. With the object of
compiling some kind of systematic information about the special types of resistors that are
employed in these sets, representative models of 37 brands of receivers were carefully studied.
While we feel that it is impractical to go so far as to recommend that definite quantities of
certain resistors be kept in stock,
we do hope that the following information will help the reader to
determine his own stock requirements for special resistor types.
Special resistors, which we will
define as all those except 10%- or
20% -tolerance composition or carbon units, can be classified into
two broad categories: (1) 5% tolerance composition resistors
and (2) wire-wound types. The
former will be dealt with first.

f

5% -Tolerance Resistors
The average set surveyed used
a total of 99 resistors, of which 6
were gold-banded 5% -tolerance
units. Most of the latter were
rated at 1/, watt, but there was a
small percentage of 1- and 2 -watt
units. The number of gold -banded
resistors varied considerably from
set to set-one model had 28, and
several receivers contained none
at all.
One important reason why
some receivers have many more
5% resistors than others is that
certain circuits in which these
components are often found (for
instance, keyed AGC systems) are
not universally used. Another factor is that some manufacturers
tend to use more 5% resistors
than others do. In the survey, we
found no one circuit in which a
(
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Table I-Frequently-Used
5% Resistors

(values in ohms)
47

1.5K
2.2K
3.3K
4.7K

5.6K
8.2K
10K
22K
39K

100K
150K
180K
330K
1 meg

5% resistor was invariably used.
A manufacturer may avoid using
special parts by designing circuits
so that the need for critical resistance values is minimized, or
else he can test resistors drawn
from regular 10% -tolerance stock
and use those which are within
5% of the rated value.
In the following list are three
general categories of circuits in
which 5% resistors are most often
found:
1. Voltage dividers, usually from
B+ to ground.
2. Balanced loads, as in dual diode sound detectors or AFC
circuits.
3. Frequency -determining RC circuits, or applications where
shunt capacitance vitally affects frequency response.
The most important circuits in
the first category are:
A. Grid voltage supply for the
second stage of a cascode RF
amplifier.
B. Grid voltage supply for the
audio output tube when this
stage is used as a B+ voltage
divider.
C. All voltage dividers associated
with keyed AGC circuits or
with AGC delay networks.
These may be found in the
plate, grid, or cathode circuits
of the keying stage.
The second category includes:
A. Ratio-detector load.
B. Loads in plate and cathode circuits of a sync phase splitter,
across which pulses of opposite
polarities are developed for
horizontal AFC.
please turn to page 48
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MODEL 685

MODEL 385

OSCILLOSCOPES
oe awC mete/ Zerbzemme

MODEL 387R

MODEL

MODEL

770

675

Model 770: Wide Band DC Ampli-

Model 387R: Industrial's 3" scope

fiers (0 to 5 MC). 10 MV RMS per
inch sensitivity. New flat -face 5"
tube permits a more linear reading
as well as facilitates photography
for permanent records of any pattern or series of patterns. An illuminated calibrated screen is backed
with a green filter which reduces
reflections. Excellent pulse response,
built-in voltage calibrator and unusual
stability are features every engineer
will appreciate.

in a rack mount style with

identical
horizontal and vertical amplifiers.
DC to 500 KC response and a 10
MV RMS per inch sensitivity. Recurrent and driven sweep, internal or
external locking, non -frequency
discriminating ten -to -one gain control, full screen deflection without
low or high frequency distortion
are ideal features designed to permit versatile use of this equipment
in all phases of electronic work.

Model 675: Features a vertical wide
band frequency response from
1

cycle to 4.5 megacycles, at a 20 MV
RMS per inch sensitivity. A new type
circuit technique hm replaced the
need for dual sensitivity. The vertical
attenuator is frequency compensated
in decade steps. The recurrent sweep
has a frequency coverage from 10
to 100,000 cycles with vernier control. Illuminated cal brated screen

and other features qualify the
675 as a high -quality 5" 'scope.

Your inquiry is invited. Technical details are available at your request.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
10566 Dupont Avenue

22

COMPANY

Cleveland 8, Ohio
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Monthly Service. Contract
service at $3.80 per month is
working out well for Lee Radio
& TV Service in Macomb, Ill. It
works like this: The customer
pays the fee on or near the first
of each month, just as for a utility
bill. This rate saves the customer
about $12 a year in relation to a
reported national average servicing cost of $57.40 per set per
year. The rate goes up about $1
more per month for 24" or 27'
sets, VHF -UHF sets, those with
radio -phono combinations and
those with special round picture
tubes. This service contract is being made available to other shops,
and is reportedly being used by
shops in some 600 different cities.
On the basic contract, average
yearly outgo is figured at $18.90
for parts and $8.58 for shop overhead expense, leaving $18.10 per
contract per year for labor and
profit. Five hundred such contracts. requiring anywhere between 1,000 and 2,000 service calls
per year, would thus bring in a
total of around $9,000 for labor
and profit-yet require relatively
few calls per working day.
Doorbells. Holding your thumb
down on a doorbell is one way to
make a customer mad. A short jab
is enough. Stepping away from
the door and taking off your hat
as the door opens are two nice
gestures that automatically instill
confidence in you. These rules
have worked for salesmen, and
are therefore particularly important if you are canvassing for
new business or visiting a customer for the first time.

ECG
Motels. Three out of four new
motels feature built-in master antenna systems for TV. Special
ruggedized tamper -proof sets with
alcohol -resistant finishes are generally used in preference to standard consumer models. Picture
tubes are either 17" or 21" and
coin -in -the -slot attachments are
disappearing. Service is usually
contracted for by the year. Here
is a rapidly expanding market for
service work that may well merit
your attention and consideration
if there are motels or hotels in
your area.
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BY JOHN MARKUS
Editor.,n-Chief, McGrew -Hill Rodio Servicing library

Wages. In the last 10 years the
weekly wage of the average factory worker has jumped from $50
to $80. Allowing even half of this
for price increases during the
period, these workers are still getting around $20 more a week
without spending any additional
time on the job. Generally, however, professional people and
small businessmen have not done
as well. This is particularly true
in TV and radio servicing, which
is essentially a small professional
business.
The answer to this is not simple.
The independent serviceman can
increase his hourly rate for labor,
of course, but many customers
have already complained about
the cost of service work. Efficiency
can be increased-to do more
jobs per working day-but many
servicemen have chosen their profession because it permits them to
enjoy a certain amount of freedom from the pressure of working
every minute of the time. Business expansion is a logical but not
always acceptable answer because
such expansion adds to responsibility and many times lessens the
efficiency of the shop.
A logical answer is a bit of giveand-take in every direction for the
purpose of increasing your servicing income. Study to improve
your technical know-how so that
each job can be done faster. Employ an assistant to do the simpler
jobs at a lower hourly rate than
your own, while billing your customers at a moderately boosted
hourly rate. Buy new test equipment when it will improve working efficiency enough to pay for
itself within one to two years.
Renovate your entire business
operation, from working clothes
.

right on up through shop appearance, so that customers will sense
a higher-class operation. Spend
more time selling the customer on
the quality of your work before
presenting the bill.
The honest frontal attack as
outlined above, with such additions as are appropriate for your
own situation, can keep your takehome income in line with the
times. Little improvements in all
directions can easily add up to the
equivalent of a 10% raise per year
if put into effect with moderation
and good judgment.
False Alarms. When the trouble
on a home call turns out to be

something simple like an improperly set control or a plug half out
of the wall outlet, there is often
customer objection to paying the
minimum call charge. One way to
build good will and overcome this
objection is to give the customer a
slip entitling him to credit for part
or all of that amount when real
trouble develops in the future.
You might specify that the credit
applies only on jobs running over
a certain minimum, such as $7.50
or $10.00. This practice insures
that you will keep the customer,
because he will naturally want to
take advantage of the credit slip.

EEG
recent
announcement, the Army Signal
Corps is no longer for the birds.
Pigeons, that is. The facts are
these: The Signal Corps is halting
all pigeon training activity and retiring some 1,000 birds because
progress in electronic communications has "virtually ended any
peacetime need" for pigeons. Thus
the cost of progress.
Progress? According to a
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(1101Ml? PICTURE or PATTERN
at any time

- ON ANY TV SET

FIr_

i

v

-i
,11,11l

TEST

1

3

PATTERN TRANSPARENCIES

Indian Head Test Pattern
Dot Pattern

White Line Crosshatch Pattern

These are broadcast -quality transparencies, and
assure accurate, high -definition TV images.
You can also transmit your own transparencies
of any subject you wish. The clear acetate can

used for special messages. Extra transparencies and acetate available.
be

B
Model 950 DynaSran Pickup and RF Generator only.
Enables you to make your own picture and pattern
video generator, at a saving Supplied with three
test pattern transparencies and one clear acetate.
Net, $69.95
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fl

For Merchandising & Industrial Uses

Provides standard Indian Head Test Pattern for proper TV set alignment, and
stable White Dot and White Line Patterns
for color convergence adjustments.

Provides closed circuit TV system. Transmits pictures or messages for advertis-

ing, educational and commercial visual
communication.

PCTiFRM

VIDEO GENERATOR

........,

ONE CLEAR ACETATE SUPPLIED

2 White

5,1

For Both Black & White and Color TV

PICTYYF

3 AND

I

OMINA-SCAN

MODEL 1000

S.

f

Make the most of this Complete Flying Spot Scanner. It
produces a composite video and sync signal that operates any
standard black & white or color TV receiver. Can be
used with one or more TV sets or fed into a master antenna
system or community antenna system. Maximum
resolution capability is well in excess of 450 lines; band
width in excess of 5 mc. Projects and reproduces
pattern or picture with high definition from any slide
transparency. Transmits messages typed or written
on clear acetate. Makes convenient stand-by and break-in for
community distribution operation. Rugged,
NET
compact, portable, and ready to operate.

$19995

See your B&K Distributor, or

Write for Bulletin No. 1000-R

B a /f MANUFACTURING
3726

N.

Model 500 DYNA-QUIK
Dynamic mutual conductance
tube tester Accurately tests
tubes faster.
Net, $109 95

SOUTHPORT AVENUE

Model 400 CRT
Cathode Rejuvenator Tester.
Tests and repairs TV picture
Net. $54 95
tubes.
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CO.
13,

ILL.

Model 750 CALIBRATOR
Designed to check and adjust
test instruments with laboratory accuracy.
Net, $54.95
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RESONANT CIRCUITS
PART

1

WORKING WITH
REACTANCE AND IMPEDANCE
by Calvin C. Young, Jr.
To the old-timer in radio and
TV servicing, resonant circuits
are fairly familiar "critters." To
the neophyte, however, they may

present somewhat of a mystery.
The material in this series of
articles is designed to help both
-for the old-timer, it will serve
to sweep out any of those mental
cobwebs that may have gathered
over the years; for the newer
serviceman, it will shed light on
many of his questions.
In order to present this subject
in a manner that will insure full
understanding, it will be necessary to deal with some basic
mathematics from time to time.
However, each problem presented
will be of a practical nature and
each will be fully worked out.
A prime function of a resonant
circuit is to serve as an interstage
coupling device. We can begin this
discussion by drawing an analogy
between coupled resonant circuits
and the RC circuit which may also
be used as a means of connecting
stages. In the RC circuit of Fig.
1A, a capacitor is used to conduct
the desired AC signal from the
plate circuit of one stage to the
grid circuit of the next stage. At
the same time, the capacitor keeps
the DC plate voltage out of the
grid circuit of the second stage.
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The resistors Rl and R2 in the
RC circuit serve as plate and grid
loads, respectively.
The combination of Ll and C2
in Fig. 1B has the same general
function as Rl in Fig. 1A; L2 and
C3, the same as R2; and M, the
same as Cl. Each resonant circuit
serves as a load across which a
signal is developed. M represents
the mutual inductance between
the two coils, and it will be dealt
with in detail later in this series.
Capacitors may be used in some
circuits to bypass unwanted signals, but this can also be accomplished by a tuned circuit. In
Fig. 2, this function of both a
capacitor and a series tuned circuit is illustrated. In the video
detector stage of Fig. 2A, two capacitors are being used to bypass
to ground the unwanted RF signals above 4 mc, the upper limit
of video frequencies. The series
tuned circuit of Fig. 2B is a trap
in the grid circuit of a video IF
amplifier stage, and its function is
to bypass an interfering signal of
one particular frequency. This is
a job which a capacitor alone
could not accomplish. The properties of a series resonant circuit
that enable it to bypass or attenuate one signal frequency
without seriously affecting any

cl

0
100K

\

COUPLING
CAP

1MEG

PLATE LOAD

GRID LOAD

(A) RC coupling.
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

M

c2

PLATE LOAD

GRID LOAD

84

(B) Tuned -circuit coupling.
Fig. 1. Types of interstage coupling.

21.25 MC

TO

BYPASS

UMNANTED SIGNAL

Fig. 2. Frequency bypass devices.

other frequency will be better
understood after the important
properties of reactance X, impedance Z, and figure of merit Q
are discussed.
25

Reactance and Impedance
The reactance X,, of an inductor

refers to the opposition offered by
the inductor to AC current flow
and is expressed by the formula:

Your 99 -PR and
99 -Jr sets are
now more useful

than ever.

x,. = 2nfL

(1)

where X,.= reactance in ohms,
f = frequency in cycles
per second,
L = inductance in henries,
it

Fig. 3. Frequency peaking circuit.

= 3.1416

The reactance Xc of a capacitor
refers to the opposition to AC current flow presented by the capacitor and is stated by this formula:
Xc

where Xc
f

(2)

1

= 2nfC

= reactance in ohms,
= frequency in cycles
per second,

= capacity in farads,
a = 3.1416
To familiarize the reader with
C

SNAP

and X1, let us deal with the
following example: A video amplifier stage employs a peaking
coil in the plate circuit and a
coupling capacitor from that plate
to the next grid. The value of the
peaking coil is 2501/h (micro henries) and that of the capacitor
is 0.1 mfd (microfarad) Find XL
at 4 me and Xe at 100 cycles.
XL

.

EX IRA
,l3

Ei

BIM

!gill

No. 99-X10

snaps firmly
into your 99 -PR
or 99 -Jr handle.
The nutdriver or
single end screwdriver snaps into
other end of extension shaft. You've
added 8" for those
hard -to -reach jobs.
Your distributor has
them.
XCELITE, INCORPORATED
DUI

In Canada
6

-

O. ORCHARD

Charle. W

Alones Avenue, torenro.
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Penman

lid

Onm,.o

PARR. NEW

YORK

Fig. 4. Series -tuned circuit.

lustrated in Fig.
X,,= 2x3.1416x4X10"X250X10-D
X,, = 6280 ohms.

1
Xc- 2X3.1416x100x0.1x10-"

Xe

REACH

tion of Cl and R2.
At the higher frequencies, X,,
rises and there is a greater value
of total plate load impedance. At
the same time, X, becomes negligible and most of the signal voltage appears across R2. The peaking coil and the coupling capacitor
are in a sense similar in function
to tuned circuits since they shape
and limit frequency response.
Now that we have discussed the
reactance of capacitors and inductors, it is time to describe the impedance of circuits made up of
resistance, inductance and capacitance. The impedance of a series
tuned circuit such as the one il-

Xc =

1

6.28X10-5
15,930 ohms.

If we were to calculate the reactance of the peaking coil and
of the coupling capacitor at 100

cycles per second and 4 me respectively, we would find that XL
at 100 cycles is very low and that
X, at 4 me is also very low. Referring to the video amplifier stage
shown in Fig. 3, and remembering
the values of XL and X, just
stated, it can be seen how the
peaking coil causes high frequencies to receive more amplification
than lower frequencies.
The coil Ll is in series with the
load resistor R1, but at low frequencies the reactance XI, of the
coil is very low and the total load
impedance is effectively equal to
the resistance of Rl alone. Moreover, the reactance X1, of coupling
capacitor Cl is relatively largehence some voltage division takes
place across the series combina-

4 may be calculated by applying the formula:
x,)2
Z = JR2 + (X,.
(3)

-

where Z = impedance in ohms,
R = resistance in ohms,
X,, = reactance of coil in ohms,
Xc = reactance of capacitor in
ohms

For most practical radio applications, R is the DC resistance of
the coil. When dealing with very
high frequencies, the resistance
effect produced by the capacitor
must also be considered; to simplify this explanation, however,
we will let R equal the resistance
of the coil only.
To acquaint the reader with the
calculation of impedance Z of
series tuned circuits, let us consider the following example: A
television receiver employing a
28.1 -mc trap at the control grid of
the first video IF amplifier is
shown in Fig. 5. You will notice
that this circuit is the same as the
one in Fig. 4 except that the DC
resistance of the inductor Ll is not
indicated by a separate symbol.
The capacity of Cl is 18 mmfd
and the inductance of Ll is 1.81.th.
A measurement shows the resistance of Ll to be 0.16 ohms.
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Europe's

largest selling
electronic tubes
...

and at standard prices!

TELEFUNKEN
electronic pioneer
since 1903

To find the impedance at resonance (28.1 mc) of the series tuned
trap network shown in Fig. 5, let
us first find XL and Xc using
equations (1) and (2) .
Xr =2x3.1416X28.1X10"X1.8X10-"

X,.=

316 ohms.

Xc

2X3.1416X28.1X10"X 18X10-'º

-

1

1

Xc-3.18X10'

is located. Again referring to Fig.

Xc = 316 ohms.

Z
Z

d.162+ (316-316)-

= (.16)
= .16 ohms.

It may be seen from this example that the impedance of a
series tuned circuit is equal to the
DC resistance when the circuit is
at resonance. At any frequency
other than the resonant frequency
of the series tuned circuit, XL and
Xc are not equal and therefore Z
will have a higher value than that
found at resonance. Referring
again to the circuit of Fig. 5, let
us figure the values of XL, Xc and
Z at 26.1 mc (2 mc below the resonant frequency of the circuit) .
XL = 2x3.1416X26.1X106X1.8x10'
X,. = 294 ohms.

NOT A REPLACEMENT
BUT AN IMPROVEMENT!

XcXc
Xc

NO
NO

RETURNS

MICROPHONICS

NO
DISTORTION

NO
COMPROMISE
WITH
QUALITY

Write for your Telefunken Tube Manual and
for the name of your nearest jobber.

Exclusively imported by

AMERICAN ELITE, INC.
Dept. Y,

7

Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Exclusive importers also of Hi -Ft Home Systems,
Microphones and Hi-Fi FM Car Radios.
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2

we see that the series tuned circuit we have been discussing is in
parallel with the secondary of an
untuned transformer which is also
in parallel with a 200 -ohm resistor. In addition, another 'series
tuned circuit consisting of L2, C2
and Cx is connected in parallel
with the secondary of transformer
Tl. The resistor R2 is an isolation
resistor between the control grid
and the AGC system and does not
contribute anything as a grid
load; however, it does act as the
DC return path between the grid
and ground. The dotted -in capacitor Cx is the input or grid -to cathode capacitance of the IF amplifier tube plus the stray capacitance of the wiring between the
grid and ground. The total value
of this capacitance varies but is
generally about 10 mmfd.
Transformer Ti is a low -impedance link coupling between
the RF tuner and the IF strip. The
impedance of the transformer is
further shunted by Rl and by the
impedance of the trap consisting
of Ll and Cl. This combination
may be considered to be a low impedance signal source which has
a high signal current flowing
through it. The series tuned combination of Ll, C2 and Cx is the
low -impedance load into which
this signal source feeds, and it is
resonant at 24.7 mc. This means
that at or near 24.7 mc, relatively
large currents flow through the
series circuit of L2, C2 and Cx,
and consequently maximum voltage is developed across Cx. As a
result, the frequency response is
peaked at a frequency of 24.7 mc.
This discussion has taken us
through the calculations for XL,
Xc and Z in a series tuned circuit.
The figure of merit Q and the
characteristics of parallel tuned
circuits, which are different in
many ways from the characteristics of series circuits, will be discussed in subsequent issues.
5,

Combining the values obtained
for XL, Xc and R in the formula
for impedance Z given in equation
(3) , we find:

Z-

Fig..5. Input circuit of video IF amplifier.

x 3.1416x 26.1 x 105<18x 10-12

- 2.95x10°
1

= 339 ohms.

To calculate the impedance Z
of the circuit at the new frequency of 26.1 mc, we use the
same impedance formula (3) and
the same value of R as we did before. Since R is so small in comparison with the reactances, it is
ignored and the impedance becomes the difference between
XL and Xc.

-

Z= \/(.162+ (294 339)2
Z= V(.16)2+ (-45)2
Z = V.0256 + 2025
2025
Z=
Z = 45 ohms.
Since we have determined that
the Z of this tuned circuit at 2 mc
off resonance is actually a very
small value even though it is almost 300 times the value of Z at
resonance, let us see just how this
impedance will affect the operation of the grid circuit in which it
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PHOTOFACT-the world's finest TV -radio service
data comes to you...keeps you right up-to-theminute or new model releases...is delivered
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The regular monthly issues of Sam's PHOTOFACT
provide you with up-to-the-minute service data
on new models as they are produced, for as
little as 274 per day! And this includes the
"bonus" schematic service on new models hot off
production lines to give you immediately the
essential data you need.

With a current PHOTOFACT library at your
fingertips, you can actually double your repair
output, because you save valuable time on every
job. YOU EARN MORE DAILY.
Exclusive PHOTOFACT features help you solve

Learn how easy it is to sign up with your Parts
Distributor to receive all Sams' PHOTOFACT Sets
regularly as published each month. Learn for
yourself how a small investment of only 274
per day can mean GREATER income for you.

any service problem faster...help you earn more
PHOTOFACT offers you complete coverage on over 30,000 TV,
Radio, Amplifier, Tuner and Changer models. And PHOTOFACT is
a current service-keeps you right up with late model productionbrings you these exclusive features...

Full Schematic Coverage: Famous "Standard Notation" uniform
symbols are used in every schematic. Diagrams are large, easy to
read and handle. Wave forms and voltages are shown right on the
schematic for fast analysis. Transformer lead color -coding and
winding resistances appear on the schematic. Schematics are
keyed to parts lists and to parts on chassis photos.

SPECIAL OFFER: If you return the coupon
below and indicate your interest in receiving
PHOTOFACT regularly each month, we will arrange
to have delivered to you, ABSOLUTELY FREE, a
valuable and attractive Wall Holder for the "Index
to Photofact Folders" as well as the latest copy of
the Index. Be sure to give your Distributor's name.

Full Photographic Coverage: Photos of all chassis views are
provided for each model; all parts are numbered and keyed to the
schematic and parts lists for quicker parts Identification and
location.

Alignment Instructions: Complete, detailed alignment data

Is

standard and uniformly presented In all Folders. Alignment frequencies are shown on radio photos adjacent to adjustment number
-adjustments are keyed to schematic and photos.

Tube Placement Charts: Top and bottom views are shown. Top
view is positioned as seen from back of cabinet. Blank pin or locating key on each tube is shown. Charts include fuse location for
quick service reference.

Tube Failure Check Charts: Shows common trouble symptoms
and tubes generally responsible for such troubles. Series filament
strings are schematically presented for quick reference.

Complete Parts Lists: Detailed parts list

Is given for each model.
Proper rep`acement parts are listed (with installation notes where
required). All parts are keyed to chassis photos and schematics
for quick reference.

Field Service Notes: Each Folder includes time -saving tips for
servicing in the customer's home. Gives valuable hints for quick
access to pertinent adjustments, safety glass removal, special
advice covering the specific chassis, etc.

with PHOTOFACT by your side, you solve your
service problems in just minutes...you SERVICE
MORE SETS AND EARN MORE
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SHORT CUTS

in

Saving Time
in Convergence

and Purity

COLOR

Adjustment

SERVICING

by
Verne M.Ray

In order that the title of this
article will not be misleading, it
should be stated that this material
is not a short-order course on
color TV. As a matter of fact,
without any previous training or
education on the principles of
color TV, this article will be of
little value to you. On the other
hand, the practicing service technician who has learned the fundamentals and is now, or very soon
will be, working with color receivers should profit from the
data presented here.
Obtaining Color Purity
Obtaining optimum color purity
is often tricky but rarely difficult.
Mainly, conditions of impurity are
caused by three things: (1) a
change in the effect of stray magnetic fields on the electron beams
because of a change in receiver
location or orientation, (2) magnetization of a portion of the metal
bell of the picture tube caused by
exposure to a fairly strong magnetic field, and (3) improper
static or DC convergence-a condition readily noticeable in a
monochrome picture.
Impurities resulting from the
first cause usually appear at the
very edges of the screen and can
30

be corrected by adjustment of the

equalizing
magnets mounted
around the rim of the picture
tube. This is not always true of
impurities resulting from the second cause. Very often, a magnet -

ized portion of the picture tube
will affect the beams in such a
way that contamination takes
place an inch or more from the
edge or even somewhere near the
center of the screen. In such cases,

lo

4

Fig. 1. Degaussing coil to demagnetize color tubes.
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Fig. 2. Geometric drawing showing that a change in the deflection plane of a color
picture tube changes the ratio between the distances to the center and to the
edge of the screen.

the only cure is to employ a standard degaussing procedure.
A degaussing coil such as that
shown in Fig. 1 is comprised of
approximately 425 turns of #20
enamel -covered
copper
wire
which has been heavily wrapped
with insulating tape. An 8' line
cord is connected to the two ends
of the coil.
Before employing the coil to
demagnetize the picture tube,
make sure that the equalizing
magnets are protected by slipping
them away from the tube and into
their housings. Keep the coil at a
distance of at least 6' from the receiver when plugging it into the
wall socket, and approach the
front of the receiver slowly, holding the coil broadside to the
screen. At a distance of about 6",
move the coil slowly over the entire screen area for approximately
2 minutes. Retreat to a distance
of 6' and remove the plug. Adjustment of the equalizing magnets
for optimum edge purity should
complete the job.
In a minimum number of instances, degaussing the tube and
adjusting the equalizing magnets
will not eliminate all contamination. The technician must then assume that (1) someone has tampered with the position of the deflection yoke and/or the purity
magnet (or that one or both of
these components were not correctly positioned initially) , (2)
the picture tube or some associated component is defective, or
(3) a magnetic field too strong for

the equalizing magnets to overcome is being generated nearby.
In order to arrive at a logical
solution, the technician should determine whether or not optimum
purity had ever been obtained
while the receiver was operated
in its present general location. If
it had, and if you can be assured
that no one has tampered with the
receiver, the first supposition does
not seem logical. However, just to
make sure that stray fields have
not affected the positions of the
beams in the gun structure due to
a change in the orientation of the
receiver, the purity magnet should
be adjusted for best results.
If the contamination cannot be
eliminated in this manner, you
may decide that the deflection
yoke needs to be repositioned,
but do not change the yoke position until all other possibilities
have been eliminated-unless you
are prepared to completely readjust the dynamic convergence
controls. As shown in Fig. 2,
moving the deflection plane toward or away from the phosphor
screen will change the distance
ratio to the center and to the
edges of the screen from the deflection plane; therefore, both the
static and dynamic convergence
forces would have to be changed
to produce superimposed beam
registrations.
Before altering the yoke position, you might check for the
presence of a comparatively
strong alien magnetic field with
an ordinary compass. Chances
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are that if there is such a field
being generated nearby, it will
not have the same polarization as
the earth's magnetic field. If the
compass needle does not align
with the earth's poles when held
several feet away from the receiver, the presence of a strong
alien field is indicated. Employing
a magnetic shield or eliminating
the source of the field are about
the only plausible corrective
measures which might be taken.
Dynamic Convergence
Adjustments
One of the most difficult tasks
involved in color TV work is that
of obtaining beam convergence at
all points on the screen. The time
and effort required to go through

the complete convergence adjustment procedure might well be
compared to an IF alignment job
as it existed in the early days of
monochrome TV. Fortunately, the
comparison can be carried further
in that convergence adjustments,
like alignment adjustments, are
quite stable and seldom require
attention.
For example, receivers which

Introducing "Eva"

have been properly set up and installed in customers' homes, and
those received from the factory or
distributor, usually have very
satisfactory beam convergence. If
it does happen to be off somewhat, the condition is most likely
to be the result of a change in the
physical placement of the convergence yoke or lateral correction magnet because of jarring or
vibration which occured while the
receiver was being transported
from one place to another. For
this reason, it would be well to
check the positioning of such
components before assuming that
the dynamic convergence controls
need adjusting. These controls require an extremely precise setting, and the least bit of "knob
twisting" may cost you an hour or
more in making the proper corrections.
Although adjustment of the
dynamic convergence controls will
not often be necessary, it seems
likely that a technician will have
to adjust these controls at some
time or another. Actually, there
are no real short cuts in this procedure, but the author has found
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through actual practice that the
entire convergence setup can be
completed in less than 30 minutes
by a person who is thoroughly familiar with the action provided
by the adjustment of each control.
Bear in mind that the purpose
of adjustments for dynamic correction is to obtain identical relationships between the related dots
in the three patterns and not to
immediately achieve dot or beam
convergence. When the geometric
relationship between the dots of
the three patterns is the same at
all points on the screen, overall.
beam convergence can be obtained by manipulation of the DC
or static convergence adjustments.
The first step toward achieving
vertical dynamic convergence is
to adjust the tilt and amplitude
controls associated with the red
and green guns so that their dot

i

R4R
TWI
T

U

B
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Fig. 3. Relationship between dots in the
center row without dynamic correction.
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conductors assure combined flexibility and strength.
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PATENT .543696

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

patterns can be eventually converged to produce a vertical center row of yellow dots. This is one
of the more difficult steps in the
procedure, and it may require several alternating minute changes
in the control settings before the
dot relationships are satisfactory.
To help you complete this step
with a minimum loss of time and
effort, here is a system the author
has employed successfully on several occasions.
Before dynamic convergence
correction, the relationship between the dots in the vertical center row should be similar to that
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the
rows of red and green dots bow
inward at the center of the screen.
When the vertical amplitude (or
vertical parabola) controls for
these two colors are advanced to
the extreme clockwise positions,
the red and green vertical center
rows should bow out toward the
sides of the screen. Adjustment of
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to every
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the NEW
INDISPENSABLE
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STANCOR
TV
TRANSFORMER
REPLACEMENT
GUIDE

JUST RELEASED: 8 new

exact replacement fly backs for Raytheon, G.E.,
RCA,,

Sentinel, Philco, and

Admiral

The most complete, up-to-date
TV transformer replacement
guide published:
72 pages of valuable information
Easy -to -read, easy -to -find listings, indexed alphabetically by manufacturer, model and chassis numbers
Easy -to -find exact replacement flyback listing of manufacturer and manufacturer's part number
Schematic diagrams of all flybacks
Complete specifications on 260 Stancor TV transformers and related components
Get the new Stancor Replacement Guide from your
Stancor distributor or by writing to Chicago Standard

...NOW!

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
3503 ADDISON STREET
Export Soles: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y.
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WANT BIGGER ANTENNA BUSINESS
IN 1957
YOU'RE SURE TO WANT THE
IF YOU

...

the finest, most beautiful
of all rear fin antennas

Fig. 4.)

Made by TENNA...
the world's largest maker
of auto antennas

THE TENNA

the vertical tilt controls for these
two colors will cause the maximum spacing between the two
rows to occur at different points
along a vertical center line. If the
tilt controls are adjusted so that
maximum spacing occurs at the
screen center and the top and
bottom dots of the same color are
in the same vertical plane, the
two rows should become very
nearly parallel when the two
amplitude controls are turned in
a counterclockwise direction. (See

StoTkk,

FOR DUAL OR SINGLE
REAR MOUNT

At this point, only a slight retouching of the vertical tilt controls should be required for optimum results, and the accuracy of
the control settings may be
checked by noting whether or not
a vertical center row of yellow
dots is produced when the DC or

INSTALLATION
Available

in

both

dress -up and
"active" models

VERTICAL

VERTICAL

CENTER ROW

CENTER ROW

OF GREEN DOTS

OF RED DOTS

Packed in

lovely
display
carton.

The "Snorkle" is a 3 section, rear fin antenna, beautifully
chrome plated to enhance the beauty of any car.
Complete with special mounting adapters to fit every
mounting need. Die cast base unit is heavily chrome plated
to match antenna mast. Equipped with 15 ft. shielded cable
with built-in 75MMF condenser to assure strong, clear signal,
33° angle harmonizes with speed lines of modern automobiles.
Extends to 27", collapses to l0".

DESCRIPTION

MODEL
TRMD

TRM-27
TRMT-A
TRMT

Single "Dress -Up" (no cable)
Single Rear "Active" 15 ft. cable
Dual Rear "Active" 15 ft. 6 ft. and 1 ft. cables
Dual Rear, One "Active", 15 ft. cable
.

.

EHTTillt.6«zetÄ3.C.
CLEVELAND 25, OHIO
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Fig. 4. Appearance of red and green
rows when amplitude and tilt controls
have been adjusted for maximum displacement at screen center.

static adjustments are used to
converge the red and green
beams. You may still try to improve on the settings of the tilt
and amplitude controls, but when
the best results have been obtained, these controls should not
require readjustment.
The procedure for obtaining
horizontal dynamic convergence
is different from the foregoing
procedure in that the blue pattern
is used as a guide for adjustment
of the red and green circuits. With
the horizontal amplitude controls
for red and green at minimum and
the control for blue at maximum,
the blue horizontal phasing or tilt
circuit should be adjusted so that
maximum displacement of the
blue dots along a horizontal center row will occur at screen cen-
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ter and appear as shown in Fig.

5.

Counterclockwise movement of
the blue horizontal amplitude
control should result in a straight
and level row of blue dots across
the screen.
Once this condition is achieved,
the dynamic convergence controls
for blue should not be adjusted
thereafter. The red and green
horizontal amplitude and phasing
controls can then be adjusted so
that the spacing between each of
their dot patterns and the blue
pattern will be the same all along
the horizontal center row. The
accuracy of these adjustments can
be checked by again converging
the dot patterns through the use
of the DC or static convergence
controls.
Here is a hint for obtaining a
close setting for the red and green
horizontal phasing adjustments.
With the horizontal amplitude
controls at the extreme clockwise
positions, adjust the phasing controls until maximum dot movements are noted in the associated
patterns. This should occur when

YOUR AEROVOX

TV
ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITOR
REPLACEMENTS

Q
TYPE AFH

Maximum displacement of blue

dots at screen center indicating proper
setting of blue phase adjustment.

the phasing slugs are at or near
the center of their ranges. This
should be very close to the correct
setting, and care should be exercised because very little or no action will be observed in the dot
patterns as a result of further
phasing adjustments if the settings
of the amplitude controls are very
far from their extreme clockwise
positions. The reason for this is
that the amount of signal which
reaches a particular phasing circuit depends on the setting of the
corresponding amplitude control,
and the action produced by phase
changes becomes less noticeable
as the signal amplitude is reduced.
The best advice that can be
given for obtaining good results
with dynamic convergence adjustments is to complete each step
with as much accuracy as possible,
but do not repeat a step once it
has been completed satisfactorily.
Too many technicians make the
mistake of "back tracking" to
"touch up" certain controls in an
effort to improve convergence.
The usual result is that conver-
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(85°C) TWIST -PRONG

ELECTROLYTICS

..

.

the most complete line in the industry, more
exact -duplicate replacements than anyone else.

All AFH units offer improved hermetic -sealing,
sturdy terminals and mounting prongs; hi -purity
aluminum foil construction throughout.

TYPE PRS

Fig. 5.

'I

(85°C) TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS...

compact capacitors in aluminum cans with
cardboard insulating sleeves. Available in a
complete selection of singles, duals, triples and
multiples. Insulated, stranded copper wire leads
standard on all units.

TYPE PR WAX -FILLED TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS...

popular and economical units in cardboard tubes
manufactured to the same high standards as
more expensive metal -cased types. These are
exact -duplicate replacements for TV receivers
and antenna rotating devices.

TYPE SRE "BANTAM" ELECTROLYTICS...

small in size but big in performance. Hermetically
sealed in aluminum cans and furnished with
cardboard insulating sleeves. Perfect for limited
space assemblies and miniaturized low voltage circuits.

All these popular Aerovox TV electrolytic capacitors are always carried in stock
by your local Aerovox Distributor. Ask him for your free copy of the complete
Aerovox Catalog with detailed listings and information on all Aerovox components.

Q ERO VOX

CORPORATION

DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION,
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA, LTD., Hamilton, Ont.
Export Ad. Auriemo..

89 Brood Sr.. New York, N. Y.

Coble. Auriemo, N.

Y.
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gence suffers in direct proportion
to the amount of readjustment,
and in most cases the procedure
must be repeated from the very
beginning.
Color Temperature Adjustments
The phosphors used in color

picture tubes are such that when
each is properly energized, screen
illumination will match the appropriately filtered light given off
by a tungsten filament heated to
a temperature measured in de-

23 Separate
Heater Voltages
on the Dynamic'

JACKSON 648A
Assure Accurate
Tests for all

Series-String Tubes

...The Correct Voltage

for Every Known or
Presently Planned Type.
YOU CAN MODERNIZE YOUR PRESENT 648

New 648 FV Kit provides same heater
voltages as the new 648A Tester. Only
four wires to solder. Installs in minutes.
Available from your distributor now.

JACVSON
ELECTRICAL

a

INSTRUMENT CO.

"2enyie,EK9 ieht,ed g

Eq
Teat- Fq

L

yw,.

t

16-18 S. Patterson Boulevard Dayton 2, Ohio
In Canada: The Canadian Marconi Company
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grees Kelvin. The illumination
produced when the filament is
heated to 6,500°K most nearly
matches daylight and has become
a light standard known as Illuminant C. Although chosen by the
NTSC as the most acceptable
white for color TV, this standard
is not strictly adhered to by manufacturers of color picture tubes.
For example, the 21AXP22A is
designed to provide an illumination equivalent to that given off
by the tungsten filament when
heated to a temperature of
8,200°K. The diagram in Fig. 6
shows that while the chromaticity
of this illumination is within the
achromatic area, it leans somewhat toward blue. Yet it is often
more acceptable or pleasing than
an absolute white.
The ability of a color receiver
to reproduce a monochrome picture depends to a great extent on
the proper adjustment of the
screen and background controls.
Note that the lower temperatures
on the curve in Fig. 6 begin in the
red area, and that progressively
higher temperatures would lead
us through chromaticities of
orange, yellow, white, and finally
blue -white. Consequently a temperature measured in degrees
Kelvin may be used to define the
chromaticity of a color -tube
screen which is reproducing a
monochrome picture. If the image
appears to have a somewhat reddish hue, it may be said that the
color temperature is too low. A
bluish or bluish -green cast would
indicate that the color temperature is too high. An image that
appears to be achromatic (having
no hue) has exactly the proper
color temperature.
If the color temperature is incorrect, the contrast and brightness controls should be set for

Fig. 6. Temperature gradients plotted
on chromaticity diagram.

normal monochrome reproduction
and the background controls adjusted so that the highlights in the
image appear to be white. The
screen controls should be adjusted
so that the lowlights will appear
as shades of gray. Alternate adjustments between the two sets of
controls may be necessary in
order for the correct color temperature to be maintained at any
normal setting of the brightness
control.
Conclusion
A combination of theoretical

knowledge and practical experience is necessary for anyone who
desires to become proficient at
something. This certainly applies
to a technician's ability to quickly
and accurately make setup adjustments on a color receiver. For
those of you who now have a
fairly good theoretical background in color TV, I strongly
suggest that you put this knowledge into practice as soon as possible. This suggestion is not meant
to spur you headlong into the
business of color TV servicing,
but rather to encourage you to obtain a representative receiver and
practice on the setup adjustments
until you can go through the complete procedure without once
looking at the instructions.
Once this is done, you will have
won the biggest part of the battle; for unlike black-and -white
TV, setting up and adjusting a
color receiver seems to be much
harder for most technicians than
actual trouble shooting-probably
because servicing techniques ingrained through long practice
with black -and -white sets are paying off.
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Fig. 2. Adopter socket and plate lead.

Fig. 1. Adapter socket and VTVM being used to check horizontal -output tube bias.

The day is over, and you are
shooting the breeze with the fellows at the local parts distributor's when, from somewhere out
of the smoky haze, you hear a
snatch of hilarious conversation:
"That joker is just a tube changer.
A salesman just sold him a 'pan'
for grid leaks and got paid in advance!" Outwardly, you can't restrain a smile, but inwardly you
begin to reflect on some of those
"tube changing" jobs that added
more than a mite of gray to your
own hair, and engraved deeper

February, 1957. PF REPORTER

the furrows in your brow. In our
business no job is profitable unless
it stands up, and the customer is
kept satisfied. Much of our work
involves tube changing which, if
it is to meet these two requirements, demands a certain amount
of "know how." Let us examine
some cases in point.
Check That Drive Voltage

An Admiral receiver (it could
have been any other make) had
no high voltage. The 6BG6
showed the tell -tale purple glow

which is often a symptom of a
gassy tube. Our "tube changer"
spotted it right off, replaced it,
and was quickly on his way to the
next service call. But wait, there's
more to the story. A week later
the set conked out again. The replacement 6BG6 had gone the
way of its predecessor. This "callback" was on the house, and there`
was nothing to be done but try to
cure the trouble this time. An
adage we might all profitably
adopt is, "Look warily on all quick
tube failures." Gassy tubes get
that way from heat-the heat liberates gases from the metal elements usad in the tube. The usual
cause of tube overheating is improper bias.
Suspecting that this tube had
been operating with improper
bias, the technician checked the
39
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Vertical Trouble Caused by
Low Boost

There's something new on Mallory
volume controls-a line switch with
unique contact action. Make and break
is accomplished by spring -snapped

motion of "floating" rings of special
Mallory contact alloy. Rings rotate with
each switch operation ... presenting
a constantly changing contact surface ..
providing these performance extras:
Far Longer Life
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.
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... less wear and arc erosion.

Overload -proof ... Snap spring carries
no current
won't soften when
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...
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every control replacement!
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grid drive. This can be done from
the top of the chassis, as illustrated in Fig. 1, if an adaptor
socket and a plate extension lead
are available. (An eight -pin
adaptor socket and an extension
lead are shown in Fig. 2. Notice
that the extension lead can be
used for both the 6CD6 type and
the 6CU6 type of output tubes
since both connector sizes are provided on one end.) The drive was
6 volts low because the drive trimmer was screwed down tight! An
adjustment cured the trouble, and
more important, the job stood up.
Now it has become routine for this
technician to make such a check
whenever a horizontal output
tube is changed, and this severe
case of "call-back-itis," which had
been a plague for so long, is showing signs of responding to treatment.

R. MALLORE!

MALLORY 8 CO.

k

CO. Inc.,

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Many recently produced sets
use the boost voltage in the vertical sweep system. This has altered
the analysis of symptoms shown
on the picture -tube screen. For
instance, the picture on the screen
of a Magnavox showed lack of
height, even with the controls
open all the way. A new vertical
output tube seemed to cure the
trouble. A short time later, however, the same symptom appeared
again. Voltage readings were
taken through an adaptor socket,
and the plate potential was found
to be about 25 volts low. According to the schematic shown in
Fig. 3, the voltage obtained at the
boost supply point was also 25
volts low. While the boost voltage
was being monitored, the drive
trimmer was backed off until the
voltage agreed with the recommended value. The height was
now more than adequate, and the
controls were adjusted for proper
height and linearity. Evidently
the first replacement tube had
had enough "oomph" when installed to spread the raster, but
this new tube vigor was lost after
a short time. It was most important in this case to monitor the
boost while adjusting the drive
trimmer, because if the boost voltage is raised too high, the plate
dissipation rating of the output
tube might be exceeded, and we
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would still be faced with repeated
tube failures.
No Drive Trimmer
Some new set designs have
eliminated the adjustable drive
trimmers. In one of these sets,
the complaint was drive lines in
the picture and lack of height.
The vertical output circuit was
being fed from the boost voltage.
This imposed a certain amount of
loading, through the boost supply,
on the horizontal output circuit.
If this loading effect diminishes, as

MALLORY
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X2

Qó

in performance

profit

cyr

promotion

CO

w

This year's news in batteries is the
Mallory Battery Program!
It's more than "just another battery
line." It's a brand new concept of
battery performance, battery value
and battery promotion-all rolled up
in a program that produces growing
sales for you all year 'round.
Get into the fast-growing transistor
radio market for mercury batteriespioneered by Mallory. They end your
problems with shelf life ... give your
customers new standards of long life,
constant power, economy. And for tube
type portables, you can depend on
the new full line of Mallory zinc carbon batteries.
See your Mallory distributor today .. .
and get full facts on the Mallory
Battery Program!

OQGQQQO
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z
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Fig. 3. Vertical sweep and boost circuits
in Magnavox receiver.

when the vertical output tube's
emission decreases, drive lines
appear in the raster. A new vertical output tube was the remedy
here, for both lack of height and
the drive lines. It can't be stressed
often enough how important it is
to have adequate service literature at one's fingertips when confronted with today's complicated
circuitry. It goes without saying
that the tube changer must also
know what he is doing.
!Loose Output Tube
The vertical chassis design used
in many current TV receivers has
contributed to tube replacement
problems. One such problem
proved most irksome before it was
licked. The raster would grow
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Controls

Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries

progressively dimmer, and after
an hour or so of operation, the
picture would be practically
washed out. It was found that
jarring the set would momentarily restore the brightness and
clear the picture. After much
wasted time in pulling the chassis
and monitoring the voltages, it
was noticed that the horizontal
output tube, an oversized 6BQ6,
tended to loosen in its socket due
to the fact that it was mounted in
the horizontal plane. This mounting made it top heavy, and with
no base clamp to support it, the
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tube pins were not making good
contact in the socket. A base
clamp was installed to cure the
trouble. It is indeed ironic that
the base clamp, so deserving of
servicemen's ire in the past, now
comes to their aid!
Handyman Fixers
The service technician has more
than simple tube replacements to
plague him. "Tube changers" of
the handyman variety often bug
up a set and the service technician
is called upon to restore normal
operation. A set with series connected filaments is a case in
point. This set had gone dead, and
the "expert" (handyman) was
called. Well, he got it going, but
with very weak sound. He then
told the customer that the receiver would have to go into the
shop to restore the sound, but she
decided to get another opinion before letting him take the receiver.
The service technician was called
in and he noticed that with the
volume control at maximum the
sound was barely audible. He also
noticed that the first audio tube
did not appear to light up as
brightly as the other tubes in that
string. An examination of this
tube revealed it to be a 6AV6, a
300 -ma tube, while the filament
hookup called for 150 -ma tubes.
A 12AV6 fixed everything. In the
new 600 -ma series -string sets, this
kind of an error is not as likely
to occur, but it would be well to
keep this type of trouble in mind
when dealing with the older
series -string receivers.

Picture Tube Trouble?
Sometimes a strange or slightly
unusual circuit will give trouble.
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plot- for the set!
No guessing...
No fussing...
No wasting
precious time and effort.

Right from the "RTV"* green
carton, you get the right replacement control matched to original
specifications.

Ask your Clarostat distributor

for "RTV"* Replacements !
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Only UNIVERSITY makes

POWRPA
Two completely different

models that open new sales

portable soundcasting

opportunities for you
PORTABLE POWRPAGE MODEL PP -1
The newest, most advanced design in portable "self-contained" electric soundcasters! It's the most compact, efficient and lightweight system of its kind ever introduced.
Weight?
only 6 lbs. (71/2 with batteries). Power?
uses seven 11/2 volt standard flashlight batteries. Speaker?
. a specially matched high output, weatherproof reflex
unit.
The exclusive University -built microphone delivers exceptionally articulate voice response. The PP -1 incorporates a built-in POWRSAVER switch to save battery current when full output is not needed and also overcomes

...

.

.

feedback problems encountered in any powerful sound
system when used indoors.
Battery housing serves as a base stand for the entire assembly. Can be conveniently hung from any structure.
Speaker has positive -lock swivel bracket for projecting
sound in any desired direction, a comfortable carrying
handle and microphone clip. 11 ft. microphone cable allows complete freedom of movement. Instantaneous operation . . press -to -talk switch on microphone controls
entire system. The ultimate in portable soundcasting!
;69.75 User net (less batteries)

In a GE about two years old, the
picture was so dark that it could
barely be seen. No amount of
control adjustment would increase
the brightness. After checking the
second-anode voltage and the bias
on the picture tube, the tube itself
became the suspect. A further
check, however, for first -anode
potential, identified the trouble.
The first -anode potential was very
low. A check of the schematic
(Fig. 4) revealed that this voltage
was being applied simultaneously
to the first anode of the picture
tube and to the plate of one section of a 12AX7 which served as
a blanking amplifier. An internal
short in this section of the tube
caused heavy conduction and lowered the plate potential as well as
the voltage applied to the first
anode of the picture tube. A simple replacement of the 12AX7 restored normal brightness and receiver operation.
Surveys have disclosed that
tube replacements cure more than
75% of today's TV troubles. But
it most certainly doesn't follow
that any handyman can make the
replacements. As pointed out in
the six cases given here, it takes
a serviceman with "know how" to
really do the job.

.

PISTOL -GRIP POWRPAGE MODEL PP -2
Exclusive University built-in microphone produces crystal
clear speech. Powerful sound is beamed, as you move, in
only a mere 4V4
any direction desired. Weight? .
.
requires only six
pounds (with batteries). Power?
ordinary 11 volt "pencil" batteries fitted within the slim
easy -grip handle to eliminate bulk.
A convenient "press -to-talk" switch on handle assures
instantaneous operation. What's more, a built-in POWRSAVER switch saves battery current when full output is
not needed. A special jack is also built into handle to accommodate an external 6 to 12 volt D.C. supply from
vehicle and boat ignition.
The handle, switches and microphone housing are part
of a die-cast aluminum assembly, and together with the
integral weatherproof high output reflex speaker form a
good-looking and exceptionally compact system.
;65.00 User net (less batteries)
.

.

... on some of the problems you've

.

.

See

your distributor or write

Desk Q-22

for additional information.

University Loudspeakers, Inc.
80 So. Kensico Ave., White Plains, N.

Another reason why everyone is saying...
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met and overcome in your servicing
work? Or, on some of your ideas,
time-savers, shop -hints, etc.?
If you have, but have hesitated
because you're not a professional
author, you'll be interested in a new
booklet, "Author's Guide for the PF
Reporter", which shows you just how
to go about putting your ideas down
on paper.
Full details on the kind of information we're looking for, how we'd
like material submitted, terms of payment, etc., are all included.
If you want to fulfill your secret
desire of writing, you can get a free
copy of our "Author's Guide" by
simply writing to Glen Slutz, Editor,
PF Reporter, 2201 E. 46th St.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
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better serve the needs of the
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

SANGAMO announces the latest factory addition
to the Electronic Components Division
Here at Pickens, South Carolina is the newest of
the Sangamo factories.

"Controlled conditions" are architecturally built

into this modern plant which is functionally
planned to assure an ideal manufacturing environment. The building provides approximately
200,000 square feet of floor space.

The new plant supplements the production
facilities of our Illinois factories, to help us better
serve the industry's needs for the following

electronic components:

. .. for original equipment and replacement needs and for critical
military or industrial applications. The Sangamo
line includes paper, mica, silver and electrolytic
capacitors for every radio and electronic use.

ELECTRONIC CAPACITORS

DYNAMOTORS, GENERATORS and CONVERTERS

...

for mobile communication equipment in the
military and commercial fields.
Look to Sangamo for your electronic component

requirements.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Electronic Components Division - Springfield, Illinois
SC57-]
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trouble

As somewhat of a last resort,
our modern Sherlock Holmes then
substituted the vertical oscillator
and output tubes, thinking that
perhaps the vertical circuit was
pulling down the boost voltage.
This also failed, so he was forced
to pull the chassis and return to
the shop with the case still un-

THE CASE OF THE

ELUSIVE PICTURE

by Lesile D.
Although we usually find
George Fleiback faced with solving a difficult servicing problem,
generally speaking, he has been
very successful in his role of a
television repairman. He has the
"know how" due to a good theoretical background, but at times
he does things the hard way.
George realizes, however, that
mastering the easy way and the
"tricks of the trade" will only
come through years of practical
experience.
Let's drop in on George right
now and see what he's up to.
There he is-way in the back of
the shop with his hat and coat on.
Maybe he's been out on an interesting service call.
No, it seems he has just completed an antenna installation on
the roof, so that he has a new
antenna system for his service
bench. Prior to this time, George
was using several rabbit -ear antennas placed along a shelf directly above the bench. However,
they kept tipping over and also
picked up quite a bit of local interference, so he decided to put
in a permanent and more reliable
system with a few signal outlets
at convenient spots along the
bench.
But George is not going to have
a chance to test the system right
away-he had promised a service
call for this afternoon and the
antenna job took him a little
longer than anticipated.
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Twenty minutes later we find
George eager to solve a new case
for a most anxious client. The
clues were apparent-a 20 -inch
TV set had sound but no raster.
George
removed
the back,
plugged in a cheater cord, and
visually scanned the chassis as the
set warmed up. He could detect
no further clues so he proceeded
to check for high voltage. The
arcs he drew from the high voltage supply and from the plate
cap of the high -voltage rectifier
tube were very weak.
After George had substituted
the horizontal -oscillator, horizontal -output, damper and high voltage rectifier tubes, much to
his disappointment the high -voltage condition was not improved.
Well, he thought, it could possibly
be the horizontal AFC detector.
If this tube were defective, it
might cut off the horizontal oscillator. He replaced the AFC tube
but, alas, to no avail.

solved.
On reaching the shop, George
staggered in with the chassis and
set it down on the bench. From
his service literature file, he
picked out the folder covering the
set and pulled up a stool. With the
schematic (partially shown in
Fig. 1) laid out in front of him, he
checked first to see if any drive
signal was present on the grid of
the horizontal-output tube. Using
his trusty scope, George found
what appeared to be a normal
waveform at this point. Having no
calibrator, he couldn't be sure if
the signal was of sufficient amplitude, but at least he had determined that the oscillator was
operating.
George then decided to take a
few voltage measurements. Placing the negative test lead of his
voltmeter on B-, he discovered
that the screen voltage of the horizontal output tube was approximately 70 volts below that specified in the service literature.
Moving the negative test lead to
chassis ground, he then checked
the B+ voltage supplying the
screen. This voltage measured almost 30 volts above the given
value. George knew he had measured the screen voltage from Bso he decided to check this negative supply. Here he found no
negative potential whatsoever.
Scratching his head with the
probe, he again examined the
schematic and thought to himself,
"Do you suppose the trouble is in
HV RECT
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Fig. 1. Horizontal -output circuit which George examined.
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AMP.-,

PICTURE TUBE

"SURE,
I use CLEAR BEAM
ntenna KItS...they've

TO VIDEO
DEC..

-100V

7

L
40 MFD

1.5K
CONTRAST
CONTROL

-100V

I

CA1

-

35

39K

1001.1

140V
1500 MMF

Fig. 2. George found the trouble in this

video -amplifier circuit.

the low -voltage power supply
even with relatively normal
sound?" Before going any further,
George felt that he had better
change the low -voltage rectifier
tube which he had neglected to do
in the customer's home.
On substitution of this tube,
George found that he could now
draw a sufficient arc from the
high-voltage supply. He then connected the anode cap to the picture tube, turned the set back on,
and waited confidently to adjust
the front panel controls.
He waited, and he waited. He
varied the brightness control but
still no raster. As he was about to
check the position of the ion trap
on the neck of the picture tube, he
turned the contrast control
counterclockwise to its minimum
position. Lo and behold, a flash of
light flickered on the face of the
picture tube. Recognizing this
odd phenomenon as an important
clue, he quickly turned his attentions to the IF, video, and AGC
circuits on the schematic. At this
point George even suspected the
picture tube, but since he had obtained a flash of light by varying
the contrast control, he thought he
would first examine the video
amplifier circuit (see Fig. 2)
He could see that the cathode of
the video amplifier returned to
the negative 100 volt supply. On
measuring this voltage, he noticed
that it would vary from zero to a
negative 40 volts depending on
the contrast setting. With no further delay. George replaced the
faulty component and the set returned to normal operation.
Slowly pushing his stool back
from the bench, he exclaimed,
"Boy oh boy! What next?" Would
you have been able to repair this
set ire the customer's home? For a
complete explanation of the solution to this troublesome case,
turn to page 65.

doubled my installation business!"
Using Clear Beam Antenna Kits makes sense right from the start!
Attractive packaging and do-it-yourself label creates customer
interest in a new or replacement antenna makes it a cinch to

-

sell complete installations.

Servicemen installing Clear Beam
Antenna Kits have eliminated "loose
stock" inventory problems and are
now able to price installation jobs
accurately and profitably due to
fixed material costs!

Start doubling your installation
business with Clear Beam Antenna
Kits now. Display them in your shopshow them from your service truck
let Clear Beam's self -selling antenna

-

kits clinch extra installation sales
for you!
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Two Great Names

get

together...

bring Spray Paint to
The Electronics Industry
To

ooVEFiTIS"

Developed by electronic engineers

for electronic experts-with the

highest dielectric strength -800
volts mil.
The new Plasti-Kote X-11 acrylic

spray is the best ever developed
for coating terminals, rust proofing
antennas and other electronic uses.
Ask your Argos parts distributor now!

Brought to you
by the makers
of the famous

"tube caddy"

Special Resistors in
TV Sets continued from page 21
C. Load resistors for dual -diode
or dual -crystal horizontal AFC
circuits.
In the third category are:
A. Grid, cathode, and plate resistors in IF stages.
B. Video detector load.
C. Plate load of video amplifier.
D. Grid resistor in vertical blocking oscillator.
E. Various resistors in vertical
multivibrator.
F. Resistors in cathode of pulse width horizontal AFC circuit.
G. Resistors in horizontal multi vibrator and discharge circuits.
If a resistor in one of the foregoing circuits must be replaced,
we recommend that the new part
should be very close to its rated
value. Even though the original
resistor might not be a gold banded type, the possibility exists
that it could have been specially
selected by the manufacturer for
accuracy of value.
The service technician who has
a fair-sized stock of 10% -tolerance
resistors can usually, by actual
measurement, find one which is
near enough to rated value to be
an acceptable replacement for a
5% type. Practically speaking, the
only difference between 5% and
10% ratings is that any one resistor picked from a large inventory of the former type is guaranteed to be within 5% of the
labeled value, while a varying
percentage of the latter type may
be anywhere from 5% to 10% off
this value. Purely by chance,
some 10% units may be closer to
the nominal value than some 5%
units.
It is worthwhile to maintain a
separate stock of gold -banded resistors if you do not wish to
bother with this "hunt -and -check"
method. For the benefit of those
readers who might be interested
in maintaining a stock of these
parts, we have prepared Table I.
It is a list of the 15 values of
1A -watt, 5% resistors which were
most often used in the receivers
covered in our survey.
Wire -Wound Resistors
Only a small percentage of the
resistors used in TV sets are wirewound. Several of the receivers
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surveyed had none whatsoever of
this type, and no set contained
more than 7. On the average,
there were 3 per set. In many
receiver designs, 2 -watt composition resistors have been found
adequate for quite a few applications where wire -wound units of
higher wattage might be expected.
Out of a total of 255 wire wound resistors counted in the
survey, there were over 150 separate stock items. With but a few
exceptions, there are no consistently used values which we
would recommend as being items
to keep in the parts cabinet; however, we will mention the approximate range of values and
wattages normally found in each
of the circuits where wire -wound
resistors are often used.
Wire-wound resistors most frequently perform the functions of
bleeders, surge limiters or dropping resistors in B+ circuits. A
tremendous variety of resistor
ratings are found in these circuits
because the ratings are selected
to match the specific current and
voltage needs of each receiver.
Resistance values usually lie
somewhere between 100 ohms and
22K ohms, and wattage ratings
may be 4, 5, 7, 10 watts or even
greater.
The plate circuit of the video
output tube in most sets is returned to B+ through a load resistor of relatively high wattage.
A 5- or 10 -watt wire-wound resistor is sometimes used here, and
its usual value is in the range of
4K ohms to 7.5K ohms. Though a
resistor of this type is slightly
inductive, its reactance is taken
into consideration when the circuit is designed. An exact type replacement should be used so that
the frequency response of the
stage will not be affected.
Wire -wound resistors are often
used in the screen grid and
cathode circuits of the horizontal
output tube. The screen resistor,
if wire wound, is typically a 5K to 15K -ohm unit rated at 5 or 10
watts. A wire-wound resistor is
found less often in the cathode circuit than in the screen return and,
when used, the cathode resistor
is .generally a 100- to 150 -ohm, 5 watt type.
One wire-wound resistor which
is not a high -wattage type is
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ANALYZE YOUR WAY

Bigger Profits!

TO

NEW! INTERMITTENT
CONDITION ANALYZER
Unique principle

cates intermittents,
components Fast
Als

3

-

Locate intermittent capacitors, resistors, coils, chokes, tubes,
and other component and hidden wiring failures in minutes
-without waiting. Exclusive Wintronix circuit using modulated special r -f test signal, immediately makes any radio or
TV receiver super-sensitive to intermittents-gives both audible and visible indication so you can pin -point trouble right
away. Reduces callbacks by detecting borderline components
before they fail.

borderline

detects

Model 828

lo-

No bells,
No buzzers,

NO WAITING!

$89.95 Net
SYNC

Dynamic SWEEP CIRCUIT ANALYZER
Model 820

complete sweep circuit tester. Simplifies sweep circuit
troubleshooting by signal substitution and component
testing. Supplies 60 cps sawtooth and 15,734 cps saw tooth or square wave signals to TV deflection circuits.
Restores raster to normal by substituting for defective
stage. Tests all flybacks and yokes right in the set for continuity and shorts . .. Even tests -turn shorts. Completely
self-calibrating-no chance for error.
A

1

PULSE

ADAPTER
Model 915/960 Troubleshoot sync circuits by

DYNAMIC SWEEP
CIRCUIT ANALYZER

ses.7:

signal substitution. This
unit with Model 820 injects (+) or (-1 pulse
voltages into vertical and

horizontal

sync

t

4/°\

stages.

defective sync
separators, sync amplifiers, AFC. and vertical
Locates

integrator circuits.

$14.95 Net

$69.95 Net

Dynamic AGC CIRCUIT ANALYZER
NEW!
Takes

work

the

out of

Here's all you need to test, analyze, service any television
AGC circuit
. all in one compact instrument. Saves you
hours by quickly detecting obscure AGC faults before you
look further. Requires only two test connections and a flick
of a switch to: 1) Furnish standard, adjustable r -f test signal
to antenna terminals; 2) Monitor AGC action; 3) Check
for shorts and opens in AGC buss; 4) Measure action of
gated pulse systems; 5) Clamp and supply AGC bias to
correct AGC action and restore operation by substitution.

guessAGC

troubleshooting for
faster,
far more
profitable color and
black -and -white TV
servicing.

$79.95 Net

Model 825

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED FOR COLOR SERVICING
COLOR CONVERGENCE DOT GENERATOR

RAINBOW GENERATOR
RUM

6ENEATOR

$49.95 Net

NEW!

Align, adjust, troubleshoot complicated
color TV circuits this easy way. Produces
vertical color bars of all possible hues representing 360 degrees of phase sweep. Furnished with detailed instructions and illustrations to simplify color TV servicing in
the home and in the shop.

$129.95 Net
FLYBACK and
YOKE TESTER
Model 810
Makes foolproof GO/
NO-GO tests of all color
and black and white
flybacks and yokes right
in the circuit. Checks
1 -turn
shorts
self calibrating.

-

$29.95 Net

Model 250
Model 150

See

Here's a complete ultra -stable signal
source for color convergence. Contains complete standard sync chain
with AFC. Produces optimum white
dots, cross hatch, vertical or horizontal bars for color or black -and white servicing. Absolutely "jitter free" regardless of picture tube size.
Preset r -f frequency, variable 30 db.
Highly portable, only 101/2" x 7" x 6".

Dynamic SELENIUM

Wide -Band FIELD

RECTIFIER TESTER

STRENGTH METER

Model 610

New dynamic pulsing
principle tests rectifiers
under actual surge loads
for quality, opens, shorts,
leakage.

Model 330

$129.95 Net

Reads true
microvolts
Tests antennas and
community systems
.
Checks color reception
in absence of color trans-

mission.

your local parts distributor or write for free literature

WINSTON ELECTRONICS, INC., 4312 Main Street, Phila. 27, Pa.
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SAMS BOOKS
keep you ahead in

ELECTRONICS

SAMS books cover every phase of Electronics for
the service technician, engineer, student or experimenter. Listed below are a few of the many
valuable SAMS books available at electronic
parts distributors and leading book stores.

2 GREAT NEW BOOKS
"METALLIC

"HI-FI
HANDBOOK"

RECTIFIERS
Principles and

Applications"

by
William F. Boyce

by Leonard

Invaluable for audiophiles and technicians
interested in Hi-Fi design, selection and
installation. Chapters cover: Fidelity, Sound
Theory and Distortion; Loud -speakers;
Baffles and Enclosures; Amplifiers, Preamplifiers and Controls; Program Source
Equipment; Systems Design, Selection and
Installation. Really covers the whole subject of hiçh-fidelity from a practical point
of view, with invaluable hints on equipment
selection, operation of program sources,
speaker location and system installation.
240 pages; 5% x 83V; fully illus. $ 300
trated. Order today, postpaid only..

This book clearly presents theory, principles
and applications of the three most commonly used metallic rectifiers: the copper-oxide,
the magnesium -copper sulfide, and the
selenium. Also includes a chapter on the
new silicon type rectifiers. Illustrates interesting rectifier circuits, applications of
power and small current rectifiers, instrument rectifiers and how rectifiers are used
as electric valves. Includes electrical and
metallic rectifier terminology, bibliography
and list of metallic rectifier manufacturers.
286 pages; 5% it 8
; illustrated
$300
Order today, postpaid only

jiMETALLIC

rEHI-FI

HANDBOOK

$3.00

Tells you what
ou need to know about getting your
license and acquiring equipment. Covers
such subjects as: Conquering the Code;
Getting Your Ticket; Going on the Air;
Electronics as a Career; etc. 196 pages;
534 x 8ÿy"; illustrated
$2.50
Tape Recorders-How They Work. Explains
So You

Scatter Propagation Theory and Practice.

O

Covers the installation, operation and
maintenance of Scatter Propagation Systems. Describes theory, design and construction of parabolic antennas, characteristics, equipment used. 204 pages. 5ÿy x
$3.00
8ÿS"; illustrated
Color TV Training Manual. Prepares the
Technician for Color TV service work.
Covers principles of the Color TV system;
Color receiver circuits; installation and
servicing sets. Includes color blocks outlining the use of color test equipment. 260
pages; 8ÿS x 11"; 300 illustrations. $6.95
TV Test instruments. Revised and enlarged
to include latest data on instruments used
is Color TV servicing. Tells clearly how
to operate each type of test instrument
used in TV service work. 180 pages; 834
x 11"; illustrated
$3.50
Key Checkpoints In TV Receivers. Prepared
by the Howard W. Sams engineering staff.
Provides many applications for general
TV service work, including time -saving
information on how to make quick tests
at key points to determine where trouble
lies, and how to check overall performance
of the receiver after repair, to insure
against callbacks. 182 pages; 5ÿy x 8ÿ4";
illustrated
$2.00
Servicing TV Sweep Systems. Describes the
operation, circuit function and circuit variations of vertical and horizontal sweep
systems common to most TV receivers.
Tells how to analyze circuits; troublesilhoots

ustrafor

you. 212 pages; 5ÿ4 x 83

$3.00

RECTIFIERS

This authoritative book completely covers all phases
of transistor circuits types, construction,
characteristics, applications, techniques
for wiring and testing. 430 pages, 6 x 9";
illustrated
$4.95
Transistor Circuit Handbook.

ri

Crow

USE THIS ORDER FORM

BMW

o

R.

Wont to Be o Ham.

'

recording theory, tape characteristics,
motorboard mechanisms, drive motors,

amplifiers, magnetic heads, volume indi-

cators, equalization circuits-covers
everything you want to know about
recorders. 176 pages;

5¡

x

8ÿy". $2.75

AGC Systems. Describes the operO Servicing
ation and circuit variations of the various

types of AGC systems and explains the
servicing techniques that can be applied.
Illustrated by actual case histories and
photographs
graphofmptoms. 132 pages;
$1.75

D

Servicing

Calibrating Test Equipment.
Shows you how to keep your test instruments in reliable working order, how to
&

determine proper operation and avoid
erroneous indications. Explains calibration
procedures; gives method for performance
record -keeping; shows simple ways to
check instrument accuracy; describes
proper maintenance and servicing of instruments. 192 pages, SA z 8ÿ4" $2.75
There is an authoritative
Sams book on virtually ony
Electronic subject in which
you're interested. Check below for FREE Book List describing all Sams books.
Send Book List

;

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Parts Jobber today, or
mail to Howard W. Same & Co., Inc., Dept. 3 -B7
2201 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana.
Send books checked above. My (check) (money order)
for $
is enclosed.
Name
Address

[_itY
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Zone

State

(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)

Look

for
SAMS BOOKS
on

the "Book Tree"
at your
Parts Distributor
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found in the filament circuit of the
high -voltage rectifier in many receivers. This is a precision, non inductive component, usually
rated at only 1/.l watt. Our survey
indicated that the two most commonly used values are 1.5 and
4.7 ohms, but we found about a
dozen different resistance values
in use.
Among the highest -wattage resistors found in any TV sets are
the 15- to 25 -watt, cement -coated
surge-limiting resistors included
in series heater strings. Thermistors (special resistors which decrease in resistance as the temperature rises) were required in
older type series strings in which
the different tubes had various
warm-up times; however, ordinary wire -wound resistors with
values from about 33 to 50 ohms
are satisfactory for use with modern 600 -ma tubes having a controlled warm-up characteristic.
Wire-wound resistors are also
useful as surge limiters in the
selenium -rectifier input circuits of
transformerless TV sets. Resistors
in this function usually have
values of 5 to 10 ohms. In some
sets, an ordinary wire-wound resistor rated at 15 watts is used,
but an increasing number of sets
have a fusible plug-in unit with a
rating of only 5 watts. This special
component is designed so that a
moderate overload will burn it out
before more expensive components sustain any damage. The survey indicated that a 7.5 -ohm resistor is the most widely used
fusible type and that the 5-ohm
value is next in popularity.
Some of the receivers we surveyed also had wire-wound resistors in the following miscellaneous
circuit applications:
1. As a series resistance in the
boost circuit.
2. Across the width coil.
3. As a part of the B+ filter.
Although the majority of independent service shops probably
find it impractical to maintain a
complete stock of special resistors,
it is helpful to have an assortment
of these parts on hand to satisfy
as many replacement needs as
possible. We believe that the information in this article will be of
assistance to the reader in deciding what resistors to keep in
stock.
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Close mica specifications of

G -E

vertical -sweep tubes

cut microphonics, help prevent picture
THE tapered-pin micro -gage above, shown checking
the diameter of a grid side rod aperture in a G -E tube
mica, helps you to service TV sets with increased assurance of owner satisfaction. Within .0005 inch the mica
aperture must meet exact size requirement, in order
that General Electric grids, once inserted, will fit tightly,
have minimum microphonics.
TV owners see microphonics in vertical -oscillatorand -output tubes-as image -jitter on their screens.
General Electric keeps down your call-backs from this
cause by holding to the industry's most rigid standards
of mica measurement on 6CM7's, 6BL7-GT's, and other
vertical -sweep tubes
by precision -building and
micro -checking the grids and other parts, and by

"jitter"!

a final tube

test for low microphonic properties.
In many other ways, General Electric vertical -sweep
tubes are better built for a superior job in your customers' sets. Careful checking for zero -bias plate current, plus improved plate design and other advancements, reduce sharply the risk of picture foldover,
short sweep, and top stretch. The tubes receive a special
sensitive test for tap shorts, and life -rack performance
must show electrical stability at all times.
For every socket in the sets you service, there is a
General Electric tube with quality as outstanding as that
of G -E vertical -sweep types. See your G -E tube distributor! Electronic Components Division, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York.

73-ogress /s Our Most /mporfant Product
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Shop Talk
continued from page

9

Courtesy Blonder -Tongue Labs., Inc.
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These photos cover a 40 -outlet system
in the Howard Johnson Motor Lodge in
Springfield, N. J. System uses Blonder Tongue VHF amplifier strip and separate power supply and mixing circuits.

grounding to the vent pipe is not
the most desirable method is because this pipe not only passes
through the interior of the building, but also connects to all or
most of the other plumbing pipes
located within the building. A
lightning discharge striking the
antenna will thus pass down one
or all pipes and if a lower resistance path is offered by water or
gas pipes closely adjacent to the
plumbing, the high voltage may
jump or arc across to these other
pipes with the possible hazard of
fire or explosion.
Lead-in Lines

CRT
Quickly Spots and Corrects TV
Picture Tubb Troubles Without
Removing Tube From the Set
the picture tube for
all the important factors
which determine the quality
of the tube.
TESTS

RESTORES emission

and brightness.
REPAIRS inter -element

shorts and open circuits.
Stops leakage.
LIFE TEST checks gas content

and predicts remaining
useful life of the picture tube.
GRID CUT-OFF reading
indicates the picture quality
customer can expect.

QUALITY DESIGN makes it
easy to use. Provides
quick reading at a glance.

400 PROVES REAL MONEY-MAKER

Here's what Joe Driscoll of TV 7roubee
Shooters, St. Paul, Minnesota says: "It has
made more money for us than any other
instruments, with the possible exception of tube
checkers. We make an additional char ga each
time we use the instrument in the hom3 to
check or correct picture tube conditions.
We have been able to convince customers much
easier that their old tubes need replacing
and have enjoyed a nice profitable business
from the sale of new picture tubes without
leaving any doubt whatever in the customer's
mind that he needed a new tube:'
This is typical of the experience of tho isands
of servicemen using the CRT 400. It cLts
service -operating costs...brings new profits...
builds customer good -will... quickly pays
for itself. Also saves money on TV set trade-in
CA
reconditioning. Has 41/2 -inch
plastic meter. Easily portable. NET

$5495

See Your Distributor today or Write for Bulletin No. 400-R

Makers of CRT, DYNA-OUIK, DYNA-SCAN and CALIBRATOR

B a K

MANUFACTURING CO.

3726 N. Southport Ave.
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Chicago 13, Illinois

So much for the protection of
the antenna. For lead-in line,
shielded coaxial cable is recommended in nearly every instance
for a number of reasons. First, a
shielded line is less susceptible to
interference that may induce a
voltage in the line on its way to
the distribution amplifier. Second,
a shielded line will not ordinarily
alter its characteristics with
weather changes, such as rain or
snow. Twin lead lines encased in
polyethylene are quite susceptible
to such changes. Third, shielded
lines may be passed near or
through metallic surfaces without
having their characteristics affected. This is not true of the unshielded 300 -ohm twin lead lines.
Fourth, shielded coaxial cables
are more rugged, hence they are
less likely to break, crack, or
otherwise become physically impaired. For the same reasons,
coaxial cable is used for the dis-
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tribution of signal inside the
building. In using such cables,
care should be taken to see that
they are not bent sharply, run
over sharp edges, or subjected to
temperature extremes. They
should also be anchored securely
on long runs to prevent any undue strain.
Signal Distribution Lines
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if you have a

Centralab Fastatch
FR -22A Kit
-

Always handy, right at your fingertips
the dual -concentric replacements you need 80% of
the time, for all popular TV, radio, and auto sets.

Each

control is factory assembled, tested,
and guaranteed.

Kit contains
2

22 control units, 4 Fastatch switches,
auto adapter bushings.

Ask your Centralab distributor to tell you more.
Or send coupon for bulletin 42-223.

n
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A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.
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Frequently, installations are encountered where it is more desirable to run the distribution
cables outside the building than
inside. In such instances, the cable
should be fastened to the side of
the building by means of cable
clamps and made secure. The
clamping may be made by standoff cable clamps, or the cable can
be fastened to the window frame
at each floor.
The latter procedure is quite
feasible with coaxial cables because of their outer protective
shield but is generally not advisable with twin lead. Inside a
building, cables may be run vertically through hallways, stairwells, closets, or vents; horizontally, the cable may be run along
an attic or through a basement.
Here, standoff cable clamps are
generally not required. Instead,
the cable can be secured directly
to walls or joists by means of
U-shaped brackets or large staples. The only precaution to observe is not to force the brackets
so tightly against the cable that
the protective shield is broken or
that the outer conductor is forced
into contact with the inner wire.
When outside risers are employed, the tapoff is made on the
cable just outside the window. For
this purpose, it is generally good
practice to leave a loop several
inches long in the riser at each
window so that a tapoff may be
made either immediately or sometime in the future. This permits
the cable to be spliced and a tap off inserted without difficulty. The
line into the apartment is then
brought in through the window
casing, if the latter is made of
wood or aluminum, or below the
window (through the side of the
building) if steel casing is used.
In the latter instance, the line
would be brought in near the floor
to appear as unobtrusive as possible.
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Mastes Amplifier Installation

The most desirable location for
the master amplifier will depend
on the layout of the apartments in
the building and the number of
receivers to be serviced. In the
following paragraphs, suggestions
for possible locations will be
given, based on the experience of
master antenna system installers.
Credit for these suggestions must
go to the manufacturers of such
equipment and to the servicemen
who install them.
The equipment may be located
outside or inside a building. If
mounted outside a building,
weatherproof housing is required.
Also, the equipment should be
fitted with a lock to prevent
tampering by unauthorized persons. The latter feature is frequently required as well on inside
installations. Whether mounted
inside or outside, the equipment
should be protected against electrical shock by suitable ground
connections.
Mounting of equipment well
above the ground (or floor) is desirable from the point of view of
tampering, but there is also the
problem of servicing to consider.
Anything you do to make the
equipment difficult to get at
will mean more time for your
servicemen.
For more specific suggestions
on master amplifier location, here
is what Jerrold Electronics Corp.
has to say:
1. In elevator buildings up to
15 stories, the elevator penthouse
or a nearby location will usually
provide a good location, since
short leads may be used from the
antennas. The latter is important
in order to maintain a fairly high
signal-to-noise ratio in moderate
or weak signal areas. Where the
signal level is high, this is not as
important a consideration.
2. In buildings over 15 stories,
a central location is preferable, so
that the number of tapoffs on the
different riser cables can be kept
about the same and well below the
maximum of 20. While the latter
figure is given with regard to Jerrold systems, it is equally true of
most master antenna systems.
3. Groups of tall buildings may
be supplied by a single master
amplifier located in a central
building. The most economical
method can be figured out before February, 1957 ' PF REPORTER
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DEPENDABLE
RESISTANCE UNITS
Double -shielded coaxial line. This is
particularly useful in high noise (electrical) or high signal areas.

INSURE quality replacement

BUILD customer satisfaction
INCREASE your industrial
and home electronic
servicing business

.Q4M11E
3
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WATT SIZE

9/16"

x

15/64"

5

WATT SIZE

1-1/32"x 11/32"

AXIAL -LEAD RESISTORS
Vitreous -enameled, power -type
units designed to withstand
high temperatures.

LITTLE DEVIL®
COMPOSITION RESISTORS

Meet all MIL-R -11A

requirements.
Rated at 70C rather
than 40C. Available
in 1/2, 1, and 2 -watt
sizes in all standard
RETMA values.

BROWN DEVIL®
RESISTORS

Vitreous -enameled.
In 5, 10, and
20 -watt

sizes.

TYPE AB
POTENTIOMETERS

Resistance material
is solid -molded,
noise-free. Rated at
2 watts.

FR

-7.S

FUSE

RESISTOR

For easy
replacement in
all television
receivers. 11/2"
Tinned wire
leads.
WRITE FOR STOCK

CATALOG

Be

011ll

Right with

MllT E®

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
3644 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois
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hand. In any event, remember
that a minimum signal strength of
1,000 microvolts per receiver is
desired.
4. In
garden -court developments, the best -location for the
master amplifier is generally near
the center of the project.
5. When equipment is installed,
always make certain it is supported by its own structure, and
not by the cables which come
into it or lead away from it.
6. Although it is generally unlikely that the master amplifier
and its associated equipment will
ever draw more than 400 watts, a
duplex outlet with 10 -amps capacity should be provided in order
to accommodate a soldering iron
or a test instrument from time to
time. This power should be supplied from a line which will be
free from interruptions or intermittently heavy loads.
Concerning the latter point, it
is advisable that the power line
be given a thorough check before
deciding on its use. This check
should be performed throughout
a normal day because fluctuations
may occur at one time of day and
not at others. If significant voltage variations are found, either
another line should be brought in
or a voltage regulator used. As a
matter of fact, line regulators are
always recommended and should
be installed wherever their cost
can be carried by the installation.
Important, too, is RF interference on a power line, especially
since we are dealing here with
amplifiers that are capable of
amplifying RF signals. A good
check for such interference can be
made by observing the performance of a test television receiver.
The foregoing has dealt with
the master amplifier. Next comes
the distribution system where the
amplified signals are fed to the
various risers. As a general rule,
branching to provide risers should
take place as near as possible to

the master amplifier. In most instances, the master amplifier and
the distribution equipment are
usually located either at the roof
or in the basement. If two or three
penthouses are used, each one
might be a distribution center.
Probably the greatest service
aid that the installation crew can
provide when installing the system is to tag all of the risers
leaving the distribution center.
Jot down on each tag such information as the number of each
apartment tied into the line and
the signal strength of the various
channels. Also, a master plan for
the entire building should be
drawn up, giving signal level at
each apartment outlet. If trouble
then develops in the system, a
field strength meter is practically
all that is needed to isolate the
source of the difficulty. Simply
check the signal along a line until
the point where it weakens or disappears is located.
Please note that signal levels
change constantly, so before you
conclude that a low level at an
apartment outlet is due to some
riser -line trouble, go back to the
master amplifier and check there.
Only when the output there is
normal can you properly interpret
abnormal results elsewhere in the
system.
Remember, too, that the easier
a system is to trace, the easier it
is for less experienced personnel
to service it. In these days when
top-notch service technicians are
hard to come by, this is of more
than passing interest.
Another aid to service personnel is the use of a log at the distribution amplifier giving full details of amplifier signal levels
found at each prior visit. This
provides the man making a service call with a history of prior
service and helps him in his present call. Each technician should
be instructed to make an entry on
this log after every visit.
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About These Automatic
Tuning Devices
Crosley

continued from page 13

The 1957 Crosley receivers offer
an automatic tuning system with
front panel controls for both
"consecutive" and "selective"
tuning. This arrangement gives
the operator a choice between
checking all channels and rapidly
selecting the most-used channels.
A wheel of the type shown in
Fig. 2 is mounted so that the numbered side faces the rear of the
receiver.
Like other types of automatic
tuning systems, the Crosley device includes a motor hold -in
switch that is connected in parallel with the push-button switch
during "consecutive" tuning.
The numbered wheel has a cam
surface upon which this hold-in
switch travels, and the cam is
shaped so that the switch closes
between channels and opens in
the on -channel positions. Pushing
the "selective" front -panel button
places a bypassing switch in parallel with the regular hold -in
switch. The tips of the adjustment screws serve as a cam surface for this bypassing switch. If
a channel is to be bypassed, the
appropriate screw is tightened so
that the tip projects from the far
side of the wheel. The bypassing
switch is then lifted up into a
closed position when it contacts
this screw tip and is held closed
during the interval when the
hold -in switch is open. Thus, the
motor is powered continuously as
it passes by the undesired channel
position. The adjustment screws
corresponding to active channels
are loosened so that they will not
contact the bypassing switch.
Motorolc:

The Motorola automatic tuning
system accomplishes preselection
by means of a set of pivoting cams
mounted on a wheel. Since this
wheel is not readily accessible, the
tuner is equipped with a pair of
built-in push rods for the technician to use in setting up the
cams. The rods, which are accessible al the back of the receiver,
are visible in Fig. 3. During setup, the receiver should be turned
off and the cams should be adjusted one by one while the tuner
shaft is manually rotated.
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For active channels, the "set"
rod is pushed. This action swings
a cam into such a position that it
will open a switch and break the
motor circuit each time a particular channel is reached. On the
other hand, pushing the "cancel"
rod positions the cam so that the
motor switch is not intercepted
and the channel is bypassed.
Some unique features are found
in the Motorola automatic tuning
system. One of these takes advantage of the fact that the rotor
of the drive motor is magnetically
thrust forward when power is applied. Auxiliary contacts are
mounted on the rotor, and these
complete sound -cutoff and picture -blanking as well as hold -in
circuits while the motor is operating. The extra circuits prevent
flashes and noises during the
tuning cycle.
In addition, a spring -and -cam
system called "Zero-In" fine tuning is used to return the finetuning capacitor to the center of
its range each time the channel is
changed. Thus, a temporary or
accidental movement of the finetuning knob does not permanently
affect the accuracy of the automatic tuning.
Conclusion
The electro -mechanical devices
which are used in automatic tuning systems all work on similar
principles, though the details of
construction vary in different designs. Certain types of defects
should be the first items checked
in the event a motorized tuner requires trouble shooting. Failure
to operate, or sluggish operation,
is likely to be caused by inadequate clearance between parts, or
by faulty lubrication. Sloppy
operation (for example, failure to
stop exactly on channel, or undesirable channel skipping) may be
a result of worn cams or gears or
sticking switch contacts.
This article has dealt only with
the parts of automatic tuning systems which lie inside the receiver.
We have emphasized the procedures necessary in getting these
systems ready for operation and
adjusting them for local conditions. A future presentation will
describe some of the remote control units that are used to actuate
automatic tuning devices.

Compare the new Simpson Colorscope Model 458 with any oscilloscope on the market. It is an

advanced, seven-inch, high -gain,

wide -band scope especially designed
for color-TV service. Ideal for black.
and white, too.
100% RESPONSE at 3.58 mc color -

burst

!

bandwidth-narrow or wide!
FLAT FREQUENCY RESPONSE,
within 1 db to 4.5 mc!
RISE TIME less than 0.05 microsecond (wide band)!
FULL RANGE compensated vertical
attenuator!
FOUR ACCESSORY PROBES to
provide extra utility!
Price complete with $
95
shielded input cable
and Operator's Manual...
DUAL

29

Four accessory probes are available to
provide the Simpson Colorscope with still
greater utility.
Soo your distributor for details or

write-

SIMPSON Electric Company
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois
Phone: EStebrook 9-1121
In Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ont.
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Servicing New Designs
continued from page 19
time the lever is pulled to the
right.
The channel -selector lever operates a ratchet mechanism that
enables the set user to rotate the
tuner shaft one, two, or three
channels at a time, depending
upon the distance the lever is
moved. A diagram of this device
is presented in Fig. 2. The technician is cautioned against disassembling this system unless absolutely necessary, since the selector

lever pulls against strong spring
tension and the resetting of an
"unsprung" ratchet system is
somewhat tedious. (Note: The
system does not have to be disassembled in order to remove the
chassis from the cabinet.)
The main parts of the tuning
device are a ratchet wheel
clamped to the tuner shaft and a
spring -loaded pulley wheel connected to the tuning lever by a
cord. The two wheels are connected only through the ratchet.
When the lever is pulled to the
right (position shown in the dia-

Fig. 3. Three types of construction in
Emerson Model 1208.

TV's most popular twist -prong
electrolytic... C - D's type "UP"
Specified by the industry's leading TV
set manufacturers-adopted by "service -wise" technicians, the C -D "UP" is
first -choice for wide range twist -prong

replacement service-rugged, dependa able service -life under conditions of
high temperature and high voltage
surges. (With a special "UPE" unit for
selenium rectifier circuits.) Stock and
service problems are "down" with "UP".
Ask your nearby C -D Distributor for
catalog, or write Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N. J.

Cornell-Dubilier capacitors
®
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South Plainfield, N. J ; New Bedford, Worcester & Cambridge, Mass.; Providence & Hope Valley, R. I.; Indianapolis, Ind.,
Sanford, Fuquay Springs & Varina, N. C.; Venice, Calif., & subsidiary, The Radiait Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.

gram) , the ratchet on the pulley
snags one of the teeth on the
ratchet wheel, the two wheels rotate together, and the tuner shaft
is turned to a different channel
position. When the lever is released, the spring (which has
been wound up around the hub
of the pulley wheel) turns the
wheel counterclockwise and returns the lever to its rest position.
The tuner shaft remains stationary, however, because the ratchet
lets go of the ratchet wheel. An
incidental feature of the tuner is
a front -panel channel indicator
driven by the tuner shaft through
a rubber belt.
Modular TV Circuits
Some production runs of the
Emerson TV Chassis 120306 (Fig.
3) include three different kinds of
construction in the same set-conventional, printed -wiring board
and modular. The circuits arranged in modular form are the
sync phase inverter, horizontal
AFC, and horizontal and vertical
oscillators. Two 6CG7 tubes are
associated with the modules, but
these are not visible in Fig. 3 because they are on the opposite
side of the chassis.
Some sets of the same model
contain a printed wiring board in
place of the modular board. The
manufacturer evidently intends to
check in the field on the comparative performance of the two types
of construction. Notice in the illustration that the mounting hole
for the modularized board is half
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Resistors
AT ALL

AVAILABLE
ELECTRONIC

PARTS

LEADING

DISTRIBUTORS

THROUGHOUT
Fig. 4. Motorola tuner modularized with
plug-in wafer switches.

UNITED STATES (INCLUDING ALASKA,

again as big as the board itself.
All this extra space is filled when
printed wiring is used in place of
the modules. This is a graphic
demonstration that modular construction is highly compact as far
as chassis area is concerned.
The construction of the Motorola tuner shown in Fig. 4 is also
modular in a general sense. "Modules" do not have to be cubelike
in shape-the definition can be applied to any subassembly of related parts which is replaceable as
a unit. In the case of. this tuner,

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA.

the modular parts are the four
wafer-switch assemblies, any one
of which can be unplugged and replaced if it becomes defective.
Each replacement assembly has its
own part number and carries a
list price of $2.80 to $5.05.
When one screw is loosened, the
tuner shaft can be slid out to release the modules. These wafer assemblies are fitted with female
plugs which are connected to
prongs on the body of the tuner.
The male plugs on the wafer in
the foreground in, Fig. 4 are antenna terminals.
The Motorola modularized tuners have been in the field for some
time, but because of the nature of
their construction, the plug-in
feature is easily overlooked by
anyone not familiar with its ex-

HAWAII AND PUERTO RICO); CUBA;

WORK
SPECIALTIES

309 QUEEN ANNE ROAD, TEANECK, NEW

TEATS "Shorty
STATION WAGON 6 PANEL PICK-UP

appliance dolly
YEATS Model No. 5

Only 47" tall, this new YEATS dolly is
designed for TV and appliance men
who make deliveries by station wagon
or panel truck. No need to detach appliance for loading into the "wagon" or
the YEATS "Shorty" will
pick-up
,
slide into your vehicle with ease.
Has aluminum alloy frame with
padded felt front, quick fastening
(30 second) strap ratchet, and
endless, rubber belt step glide.
New YEATS folding platform attachment, at left, saves back breaking work handling TV
Folding platform
is 131%2" x 241/2"
chassis or table models. Call
-attaches instantyour YEATS dealer today!
ly. (Platform

vision set, radio, and phono amplifier in a compact package. The
chassis measures only 11" x 101/4"
x 7". Various construction features can be seen in Fig. 5, which
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"

"SeentRQe

Furniture Pad

"COVERS & PADS

semi -fitted

SEND postcard for full information
on our complete line TODAY!

YEATS
2103 N. 12th St.

4

covers are
made of tough water repellant
fabric with adjustable web
straps and soft, scratchless
white flannel liners. All shapes
and sizes-Write.
YEATS

Portable Combo

The Emerson Model 1232 PortO -Rama is a combined 8" tele-

Ar

Aluminum alloy
Height 47"
Weight 32 lbs.

only) $9.95.

istence.

JERSEY

aielia4CCe

TV

Cover

dolly
sales co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
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LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

low -loss performance on
UHF frequencies.

Ultra

VHF -

Patented strain -relief retaining lips prevent tearing or ripping of wire.
Universal design takes all transmission
lines.
LIST

NO.

$1.50

AT110

(wall mounting)

1.75

AT 1105
(stainless steel strap)

"World's largest manufacturer of
TV

Lightning Arresters"
MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
BROOKLYN 4, NEW YORK

Grips

the i!rt!w!
Drives it too!
Quick -Wedge

Fig. 5. Rear chassis view of Emerson Model 1232 Port -O -Rama.

Jacks for phono input and also
for output to an external speaker
are located on the rear apron of
the chassis. Among the parts
which are under the chassis are a
pair of selenium rectifiers, the flyback, and some large capacitors.
The TV circuits on VHF models
include 13 receiving tubes, with
2 additional tubes in the radio
tuner. The picture tube is an
8DP4 with 36 sq. in. of viewing
area. A power transformer and a
selenium rectifier voltage doubler
furnish B+ voltage, and the tube
filaments are wired in parallel.
The TV -PHONO -RADIO function switch makes connections so
that the appropriate input-from

rear view of the chassis with
the picture tube and speaker reis a

moved. Most of the TV tubes and
service controls are mounted on a
vertical chassis and face toward
the rear of the set. The bell of the
picture tube occupies most of the
right front portion of the chassis.
Outboard of it, along the right
edge, are mounted the horizontal
output and high -voltage rectifier
tubes and the speaker. To the left
of the picture tube are the radio subchassis (on top) and the
TV tuner (below) The off -on volume, contrast, radio and TV
tuning, and function selector controls are accessible from the front
of the set.
.
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Fig.

6. Function -selector switch

in Emerson Port -O -Rama
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the specs are the proof
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Factory -wired
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Complete with
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diagram of 5BT8.

the FM discriminator, AM detector, or phono jack-is fed to the
volume control at the grid of the
6T8 audio amplifier. In addition,
various switching is done in the
B+ and antenna circuits. The
switches in all -channel models are
wired differently from those in
VHF -only sets. (See Fig. 6 for
schematics of the two different
switching arrangements.)
A 125 -volt B+ supply is fed to
either the TV or radio tubes when
they are in use. In the PHONO
position, a 15K -ohm bleeder resistor is switched across the 125 volt supply terminals. At all
times, the audio output tube receives a direct 180 -volt B+ supply and the audio amplifier receives 125 volts.
An external -sound jack is
wired across the built-in speaker.
When an earphone or a remote
speaker such as an under -pillow
unit is plugged into the jack, the
regular speaker is automatically
disconnected.
To gain access to the chassis,
the service technician should go
through the following procedure:
Take off all knobs, unfasten two
screws underneath the front mask
and lift the mask off. Then free
the chassis by loosening four
screws underneath the cabinet,
and take off the leads to the AC
interlock and the built-in rabbitears antenna. Pull the chassis out
through the front of the cabinet.
New Dual -Purpose Tube

opener-ideal maker of that extra
sale- advertised in Life-Esquire-costs you
nothing-the DFF' Home Needle Tester Card.
Perfect door

Lets you test needle in

cartridge. Lets you sell

needle car, time. Write:
"Duotone Fidelity Focus

Duotone Company, Inc.
KEYPORT, NEW JERSEY

11.1111111111
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The 5BT8, a new pentode-dual
diode, is used in Westinghouse
Chassis V-2344-25-26 as an AGC
amplifier and horizontal AFC
tube. A basing diagram (Fig. 7)
shows that separate cathodes are
employed for the pentode and
diode sections. The tube has a
600 -ma heater for operation in
A
series strings.

Also available as

kit $7995

Features DC Amplifiers!
Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc. VERT.
AMPL.: sens. 25 rms mv/in; input Z 3 megs;
direct -coupled & push-pull thruout; K -follower
coupling bet. stages; 4 -step freq-compensated attenuator up to 1000:1. SWEEP: perfectly linear
10 cps -100 kc (ext. cap. for range to I cps);
pre-set TV V & H positions (30 & 7875 cps); auto.
sync. ampl. & lim. PLUS: direct or cap. coupling:
bal. or unbal. inputs; edge -lit engraved lucite
graph screen; dimmer; filter; bezel fits std photo

equipt. High intensity trace CRT. 0.06 usec rise
time. Push-pull hor. ampi., flat to 400 kc, sens.
0.6 rms mv/in. Built-in volt. calib. Z-axis mod.
Sawtooth & 60 cps outputs. Astig. control. Retrace
blanking. Phasing control.

NEW

TV -FM

SWEEP GENERATOR

& MARKER
=368
Factory-wired
and tested
Also available

ee

as

$

995

$6995

kit

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical
devices) with accurately -biased Increductor for
excellent linearity. Extremely flat RF output: new
AGC circuit automatically adjusts ose, for max.
output on each band with min. ampi. variations.
Exceptional tuning accuracy: edge -lit hairlines,
6:1 vernier. Swept Ose. Range 3-216 me in 5 fund.
bands. Variable Marker Range 2-75 mc in 3 fund.
bands; 60-225 mc on harmonic band. 4.5 mc Xtal
Marker Ose., eta! supplied. Ext. Marker provision.
Sweep Width 0-3 mc lowest max. deviation to 0-30
mc highest max. dev. 2 -way blanking. Narrow
range phasing. Attenuators: Marker Size, RF Fine,
RF Coarse (4 -step decade). Cables: output, 'scope
horie., 'scope vertical.
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_NEW DYNAMIC
CONDUCTANCE

Tube &
Transistor Tester
=666
Factory -wired
and tested

Also available
as

kit

with steel cover and handle.
SPEED, ease, unexcelled accuracy
and
thoroughness. Tests all receiving tubes ( and
picture tubes with adapter ). Composite indication of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simultaneous
sel of any
of 4 combinations of 3 plate voltages,
3 screen voltages, 3 ranges of continuously variable
grid voltage (with 5% accurate pot). New series string voltages: for 600, 450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 na meter. 5 range. meter sensitivity
(1% shunts & 5% pot). 10 SIX-position lever
switches: free -point connection of each tube pin.
10 pushbuttons: rapid insert of any tube element
in leakage test circuit & speedy sel. of individual
sections of multi -section tubes in merit tests.
Direct -reading of inter -element leakage in ohms.
New gear -driven rollchart. Cheek. n-pn & p -n -p
transistor.: separate meter readings of collector
leakage current & Beta using internal dc power
supply.
COMPLETE

1

See the 50 EICO models IN

STOCK at your neighborhood distributor. Write for
FREE Catalog PF -2

Prices 5%

higher on

West Coast

7E/COL® BROOKLYN 11, N. Y.
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Quicker Servicing

6SN7

T

HORIZ. OSC.

AFC

continued from page 17
coupler C43 and the .05-mfd video
coupler C33 were found to be
leaky and were therefore replaced, but the bending condition
did not improve. Replacement of
the defective tubes and components in the video IF, video amp
and sync circuits, even though it
hadn't cured the bending, had improved the shape and amplitude
of the video and sync signals as
viewed on the screen of the oscil-

82000
1

®

390
MMF

VERT. OSC.&CRT

145V

I2K
HORIZ.

111

SWEEP

VERT. OUT.
STAGE

120K

.
61 100MMF

Rfi3

150K

82000

Ce
50K

x-5

39K

47K

O

C61

HORIZ
OUT TRANS.

CìZOK

"j"© MMF

BT
235V

.01

BOOST 430V

WIDTH

Y-6

10000

Y

loscope.

Fig. 4. Horizontal oscillator and AFC in Hallicrafters set.

LIFE'S "LITTLE" PROBLEMS
ARE EASILY
SOLVED
WITH
LITTLE SPACE
QUAM has a full line of shallow speakers, covering all
popular applications.

QUAM

LITTLE TIME

Aeedt-a awe

QUAM speakers mount
quickly and easily in the most
difficult installations because
of QUAM's unusual mounting bracket.

SPEAKERS

LITTLE MONEY
QUAM speakers cost no more
-and frequently cost lessthan other speakers of the
same size and magnet weight.

ask

t

QUAM,

9

ua4 &teed yauc spralaa. nºaáás
of the latest QUAM catalog,
listing over 100 replacement speakers, is
available from your distributor, or from
the Quam-Nichols Company.
A FREE copy

Quam speakers are listed in
Photofact Folders, Counter -

facts, File-O-Matic, and
Radio's Master.

QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY
234 East Marquette Road
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OPEN

HORI2.SYNC.

Chicago 37, Illinois

Since the foregoing procedure
had eliminated the video and sync
circuits as possible sources of the
trouble, the technician turned to
the only remaining circuit which
could cause bending in the picture-the horizontal AFC circuit.
Past experience had shown that
capacitor leakage or other capacitor defects in this circuit
could cause picture bending;
therefore, a systematic substitution of the capacitors circled in
Fig. 4 was made. When substitution of these six capacitors failed
to reveal the trouble, the technician was about ready to declare
the set a "dog" and give up.
In one last attempt to locate the
trouble, the technician began a
point by point check of the horizontal AFC and associated circuits. Tracing the feedback network from the plate of the AFC
circuit back to the transformer, he
discovered that the boost B+ supplied both the vertical oscillator
and output stages and realized
that failure of either the 8-mfd or
10-mfd filter capacitor would allow the 60 -cps vertical signal to
vary the boost voltage slightly at
a 60 -cycle rate. This would cause
the feedback signal to vary at the
vertical sweep frequency and
thus cause some picture pulling.
A check of the two capacitors
showed that the 10-mfd unit was
open and replacement of this unit
cured the trouble.
Inspection revealed that one
section of the 10-mfd capacitor
had failed at some other time and
had been replaced by a single
unit. This is always a poor practice. Whenever one section of an
electrolytic fails, the entire unit
should be replaced.
Fig. 5 shows the edge of the
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THE NEW WRENCH

GRIP"
WITH THE "INNER

WALDEN

in=aarqWREHCHES

Fig. 5. Raster and picture edges after
pulling ccndition was cured.

picture and the edge of the raster
parallel as they should be, and
comparison between Figs. 2 and 5
shows how much bending was
present J.n the picture. Remember
that in order to check for pulling
or bending in a picture or raster
the horizontal hold control may
have to be turned slightly to shift
the edge of the picture away from
the edge of the raster.

..

GRIP
HEX
SET
CAP

and DRIVE ALL
HOLLOW -HEAD
SCREWS AND
SCREWS!

NO FUMBLING
NO DROPPING

OVER 200 TYPES AND SIZES IN

a 5U4 -G in '54 and
'55 Sylvania Sets

Replacing

A good many of the 1954 and
1955 Sylvania television

receivers

employed either one or two 5U4 -G
tubes mounted on top of the
power transformer as shown in
Fig. 6. The tube plugged into its
socket through a hole in the metal

STOCK

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

-

MAKERS OF SPINTITES, GRIP
FORCE -FORMED
SPINTITES,

STEVENS WALDEN Inc.

FOR OVER

SOCKET WRENCHES-AND ALL
TYPES OF MECHANICS' HAND TOOLS

30

500 SHREWSBURY STREET
WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

YEARS

SAVE
r
.

S

Wlth

METAL BRACKET

SOCKET

Because Wright \X'ire
Fig. 6. Mounting of 5U4 tubes in 1954
and 1955 Sylvania receivers.

bracket. This hole is large enough
to clear i.he base and the narrow
part of the 5U4-G, but because a
5U4 -GB has a shorter base and a
larger bulb this tube will not fit
down into the socket. The service
technician should always have a
couple of the 5U4 -G tubes in the
service caddy for use in such receivers.
Open 5U4 Filaments in
Tech -Master Sets

On another TV call, both 5U4
filaments in a Tech -Master set

February
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Strand comes to you pre measured and uncoils without snarling, it gives to you

unique economy. Quality
wire, perfectly stranded
and heavily galvanized,
the bright Wright
way. SAVE with

Wright.

Prompt deliveries from stocks in Worcester, Chicago,
Los Angeles.

Atlanta, New Orleans, Houston, Dallas and

G. F. WRIGHT STEEL
249 Stafford St.

& WIRE CO.

Worcester, Mass.
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were open and the balance of the
tube filaments were lit up normally. Being a cautious soul, the
technician pulled the chassis and
tested all filter capacitors and the
entire B+ and B- systems for
shorts. None were found. It was
noticed, too, that the fuse (which
is shown in Fig. 7) was not blown.
This puzzled the technician since
he could not understand how both
tube filaments could be burned
out without having blown, the
fuse. Knowing that the fuse was
good, the technician was now certain that neither a B+ nor Bshort had occurred-yet what
could have caused the trouble?

to
be

UNIVERSAL
TV TUBE
BRITENER

Does Everything

SIT

At All
Distributors

buy

manufactured by

feji

VOKAR

.w

4727 N. Damen Ave., Chicágo 25, III.

the original equipment

manufacturers of elecnon,c

------------

Fig. 7. Power supply of Tech -Master set.
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''VIRRATOR

VONÑR.O:PO
a"w1On

1513
Leading manufacturers of origi-

nal -equipment auto -radios

specify Vokar vibrators as components for installation on the
production -line. Why? They're
sure Vokar quality never varies
-will always contribute to top
performance demanded of today's radios.

You too can depend on Vokar
vibrators-for sure starts, longer
life, silent operation. For all
replacement jobs, buy Vokar
Imperial or Quality Brand vibrators to be sure of satisfied
customers.
Now is the time to stock up on
12 -volt vibrators-ONLY TWO
VOKAR IMPERIALS ARE

NEEDED TO FILL ALL
REPLACEMENTS!

VOKAR-preferred by
leading manufacturers
auto -radios.

of

O KAK
VOKAR CORPORATION
DEXTER 2, MICHIGAN
64

equipment s,nce 1928

Export: SCHEEL INT., Chicago

VIBRATOR
.11!

COMPANY

While pondering the problem,
the technician picked up the old
5U4 tubes, and suddenly he had
a hunch about what had happened. One of the 5U4 tubes was
an older G type while the other
was a newer GB type. The older
tube had probably failed, placing
the entire load on the newer tube,
which in turn also failed after a
period of overloaded operation.
He replaced both 5U4 tubes
with new 5U4-GB's and turned on
the set for a test. After only a few
minutes of operation, the picture
and raster disappeared. The technician noticed a peculiar glow in
the 6SN7 horizontal discharge
tube, so it was replaced. This restored the receiver to normal
operation, and the technician was
now certain of his diagnosis. With
the horizontal oscillator inoperative, the loss of horizontal drive
had placed an additional load on
the power supply. This added load
was not enough to blow the fuse,
but it was sufficient to burn out
the 5U4GB which had remained
as the sole power source after the
5U4G failure.

;

SENCORE
FILAMENT

CHECKER
MODEL

FC

-4

-r-:
*
*
*

COMPLETELY NEW
MORE VERSATILE
LOWER COST

Quickly finds any open filament. Especially handy
for servicing series filament TV sets and radios;
only checker that checks
all octals, loctals, 7 and
pin

9

miniatures

auto-

matically.
Continuity and voltage

-

tester
no switches,
merely plug in test leads.
AT LEADING DISTRIBUTORS
EVERYWHERE

Mfg by

SERVICE

'

INSTRUMENTS
171

CORP.

OFFICIAL RD.. ADDISON, ILL.
(

Formerly Senco)
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POPULAR
SENCORE
PRODUCTS

Transistor
Tester
Leakage
Checker

Filament
Tester

Voltage
Regulator
Bias Supply
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Replacing the Vertical Output

portant factor. It is sometimes dif-

Transformer

ficult to obtain an exact replacement transformer in which case it
may become necessary to change
the circuit so that an autotransformer may be used instead of an
isolated -secondary type or viceversa. In most cases, this means
that the yoke is simply connected
across the lower portion of the
transformer winding as required
to match the impedance of the
vertical deflection coils.
In an Olympic TV receiver
using the TN chassis, this procedure resulted in a headache for
reader S. W. Plummer of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Mr. Plummer (who
received $5.00 for submitting this
hint-Editor) reports that he replaced the isolated-secondary type
of vertical output transformer
with an autotransformer in a certain set. In a few days he had a
recall-the customer complained

The vertical output transformer
proper plate
load for the vertical deflection amplifier and to supply the necessary
sawtooth current for the vertical
deflection coils. In fulfilling these
functions, the turns ratio of the
transformer becomes a very im is used to provide the

of intermittent loss of picture
and raster accompanied by a popping noise from within the re-

"By golly, it is an emergency
call
they're out of

...

JENSEN NEEDLES."

ceiver.
By consulting the diagram in
Fig. 8, you will notice that the
secondary of the vertical output
transformer was grounded, as was
one end of the yoke in the original circuit. In the new circuit,
both ends of the yoke are above
ground and are connected to boost
B+. Reader Plummer found that
the .022-mfd, 400v capacitor
TROUBLE SHOOTING

WITH GEORGE
(

Advertisement )
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After George had found the deficiency in the negative supply
line, he removed the video amplifier tube from its socket and
noted that the voltage now remained at 100 volts regardless of
contrast setting. Yes, sad but
true, George found that the
6AH6 video amplifier tube had a
heater -to-cathode short. This
effectively shorted the negative
supply voltage to ground through
the contrast control in the cathode circuit.
The first clue George had detected, that of insufficient high
voltage, was very misleading.
This condition actually resulted
from both a loss of B- voltage
and a weak low -voltage rectifier
tube. When a negative supply
like 100 volts is shorted to chassis

(which had been more than adequately rated for the original circuit with only a 90 -volt peak -to peak signal present) was now
breaking down due to the 485v
DC from boost B+. Replacement
of this unit with a 600-v capacitor
cured the trouble.
Incidentally, when it is necessary to change circuit design, as
RETRACE

BLANKING

10000

50MFD

BOOST

345V

(A) Original transformer.
il2BH7
4ß5V

.02

RETRACE

BLUE

-If
GRN.

S

/1

cso,
022

RED

T

BOOST

ZfbÖ'

T50
345V

5600

5600

1_
10000

BLANKING

000

MFD

600V

MIN.

MUST HAVE 600V
RATING OR HIGHER

(B) Autotransformer replacement.
Fig. 8. Vertical output circuit of Olympic
receiver using TN chassis.

it was in this case, you should always inspect the circuit for components which could break down
due to increased voltages. Make
it a general rule that any such
units should be replaced with
higher rated parts.
ground, B+ will normally increase 100 volts with respect to
chassis, providing the rectifier
circuit is operating properly.
High voltage had been restored
by replacement of the rectifier
tube, but unknown to George, the
negative supply was still out.
This affected the AGC voltage
and the operation of the video
amplifier, which in turn resulted
in improper bias for the picture
tube. The picture tube was thus
cut off and a raster could not
appear on the screen.
Considering only the apparent
symptoms involved, George was
ready and willing to accuse either
the horizontal sweep or high voltage circuit for the elusive
picture. Had he replaced the low voltage rectifier tube (which is
sometimes the cause of high voltage deficiency), perhaps he would
have been led to the root of the
problem while in the customer's
home.
65

PRODUCT REPORT

AM Generator
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Model 290X, an AM
signal generator with a
quick -tuning feature,
has been introduced by
The Hickok Electrical

Instrument Co., 10566
Dupont Ave., Cleve-

land, Ohio. Five frequencies most often
used in broadcast receiver alignment (262 kc, 455 kc, 465 kc, 600 kc,
and 1400 kc) are preset and can be selected by
means of a front -panel switch. The unit also has
provisions for crystal control of frequencies. RF
output is variable from 2 to 200 microvolts, either
unmodulated or with 400 -cps modulation. Price is

under $45.

Replacement Capacitor Kit

The "Universal" ceramic capacitors recently developed for
the replacement market
by Sprague Products
Co., N. Adams, Mass.,
are now being sold in
kits of 12 units. Each
kit contains equal
amounts of four different types-the UGA-1
and UGA-2 for general
use and the UHK-1 and
UHK-2 with high dielectric constant. Each capacitor has four leads and
can be wired in various ways to obtain different
values of capacitance. Wiring instructions are included in the kit, which is designated Model CK-4
and has a dealer net price of $3.96.
J

The Tung -Sol Magic Mirror Aluminized Picture

Tube captures every tone, every detail brilliantly
to bring out the best in every set. It's your best
insurance for loyal, satisfied customers. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol tubes.

Picture Tube Substitution Kit

TUNG-SOL®
Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Soles Offices, Atlanta,
Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, Colo.;
Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N. J.;
Seattle, Wash.

66

The latest model of
the "Telecheck" CRT substitution kit made
by Telematic Industries, Inc., 16 Howard
Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.,
features an 8XP4 check
tube with an 8" screen
and 90° deflection. Accessories included are
a yoke that will work with many types of receivers,
a set of extension leads and a plastic mask and yoke
support, all enclosed in a carrying case. The kit is
also available in a version for bench use (less tube
and case) or in a deluxe version having a test
speaker in addition to the other items.

February,
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Hi-Fi Speakers

The Duotone Co. of
Keyport, N.J., is presenting a new line of
high-fidelity loudspeakers under the trade
name of DFF (Duotone
Fidelity Focus) . One
15" woofer, 4 different
coaxial speakers, and 2
tweeters are included
in the line. Coaxial
units are priced at
$53.97 and up.
The 12" Royal model illustrated has a frequency
response of 35 to 18,ö00 cps and handles 25 watts
of power. Magnet weight is 1.5 pounds.

Miniature Power Resistors
Clarostat Mfg. Co.,
Inc., Dover, N.H., has
added
square-bodied

miniature power resistors to its "Greenohm
Jr." line. The square
shape with axial pigtail
leads is preferred for
certain assembly and

wiring operations.
There are two series of square -bodied units. Series
C7GL is supplied in values from 1 to 6,000 ohms at
a rating of 7 watts, and Series C1OGL is available
in resistances from 1 to 11,000 ohms at 10 watts.
Body length of the former is 1%" and that of the

latter is

17/8".

Portable Paging Speakers

Two types of batterypowered portable P.A.
speakers have been announced by University
Loudspeakers, Inc., 80
S. Kensico Ave., White
Plains, N.Y. The "Powrpage" Model PP -1 weighs
only 71/2 lb. and is powered by 7 size "D" flashlight
batteries. A microphone with an 11' extension cable
is furnished. The Model PP -2 "Pistolgrip Powrpage"
is a 41/4-1b. unit operated either from 6 size "AA"
(pencil) batteries mounted in the handle or from
an external 6- or 12 -volt DC supply such as an
ignition system.
Sweep and

Marker Generator Kit

EICO, 84 Withers St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y., has
just released a TV -FM
sweep and marker generator available in kit
form at $69.95 or factory -wired at $119.95.
Range of the sweep
generator is 3-216 mc
on fundamental frequencies, and the marker generator covers 2-75 mc on fundamentals plus 60-225
mc in a calibrated harmonic band. A crystal marker
generator, complete with 4.5-mc crystal, is provided
for calibration of the variable marker. Sweep width
is continuously variable from 3 to 30 mc.

February, 1957 ' PF REPORTER

All Tung -Sol radio, TV or Hi
neered to one standard of

Fi

tubes are engi-

quality-Blue Chip

Quality. Whether they're for famous set makers
or leading service dealers, Tung -Sol Tubes are
identical in design and performance. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol!

ts TUNG-SOL®
RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamp
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Flectron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.
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valuable manufacturers' data available
to our readers at no charge.
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B.

AMERICAN ELITE (American
Elite, Inc.)

10B. IRC (International Resistance Co.)

Telefunken tube manual and
name of nearest distributor. See
advertisement page 28.
2B.

B

& K (B & K Mfg. Co.)
1000 describes

Bulletin

new

DYNASCAN picture and pattern
video -generator. Explains its use
in servicing black and white and
color TV and how it acts as a
closed circuit TV. Bulletin 750 describes new, low-cost, lab -type
Test Equipment Calibrator Model
750 that checks instrument accuracy. Also Bulletin 500 on
Dyna-Quick Dynamic Mutual
Conductance Tube Tester and
Bulletin 400 on CRT Cathode Rejuvenator Tester. See advertisements pages 24, 52.
3B. BUSSMANN (Bussmann Mfg. Co.)

New and very comprehensive
book on fuses and fuse mountings used by the electronics industries. See advertisement page
16.

4B. CHICAGO STANDARD (Chicago

Standard Transformer Corp.)
New 1957 STANCOR TV Trans-

former Replacement Guide & Library. See advertisement page 35.
5B. CLAROSTAT (Clarostat Mfg.
Co., Inc.)

Series A47 & A47F 1rAg" dia.
composition element controls 500
ohms to 5 megohms. See advertisement page 43.

Informative booklet on antenna
kit merchandising with display
hints entitled, "How to Pay Your
Rent With One Minute Sales Promotions." Write for free copy.
See advertisement page 47.
7B. CORNELL-DUBILIER (CornellDubilier Electric Corp.)
Catalog 200D3 -T covering tubular

replacement capacitors. See advertisement page 58.

Brand new JENSF.LF,CTOR-a
book containing the names of over
300 brands of phonographs and
the needles used by each. See
advertisement page 65.
12B. MALLORY (P. R. Mallory &
Co., Inc.)

Battery replacement guide for
portable radios. See advertisements pages 40, 41.
13B. PHAOSTRON (Phaostron Co.)

Catalog lists complete line of
company's Custom Panel Meters.
Illustrated. Includes comparison
chart of Phaostron instruments vs.
other brands and complete information on dimensions and features. See advertisement page 6.
14B. SAMS (Howard W. Sams &
Co., Inc.)

Complete details on how to keep
your Service Data Library up to
date with the Sams Automatic
monthly purchasing plan. Also
complete details on the Sams popular Time Payment Plan. See advertisements pages 29, 50.
15B. SIMPSON (Simpson Electric Co.)
No. 2056 Test Equipment Catalog
Bulletin and No. 2052 Panel

Meter Catalog Bulletin, both 6 page illustrated bulletins on
enameled stock. See advertisement page 57.
C-455 Service Catalog on popular
radio and TV replacements. See
advertisement page 2.
17B. TACO (Technical Appliance Corp.)

Condensed catalog on television
antennas and installation accessories. See advertisement page 7.
18B. VOKAR (Vokar Corp.)

Circuit diagram for 6 -transistor
superheterodyne radio. Bulletin
on Vokar IF -Kit 5000. See advertisement page 64.
19B. WINSTON (Winston

to

save 50% on electronic test equipment in both kit and wired form:
describes VTVM's, scopes, generators, tube testers, etc. See advertisement page 61.
9B. HICKOK (Hickok Electrical
Instrument Co.)

Brochure covering new Hickok
VTVM kit which features large
9" meter. See advertisement page
22.

11B. JENSEN (Jensen Industries, Inc.)

16B. SPRAGUE (Sprague Products Co.)

6B. CLEAR BEAM (Clear Beam
Antenna Corp.)

8B. EICO (Electronic Instrument Co.)
Free 1957 Catalog shows how

New replacement parts catalogDLR-57 (form S035 -A). See advertisement 2nd cover.

Electronics, Inc.)

Free literature on Color TV Test
Equipment. See advertisement
page 49.
20B. WRIGHT (G.

F.

Wright

Steel & Wire Co.)

Wright TV Guy Wire Circular.
See advertisement page 63.
21 B. XCELITE

(Xcelite, Inc.)

Folder on new plastic transparent
screwdriver kit with zipper; catalog on screwdrivers, nut drivers,
pliers. See advertisement page 26.
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SUPPLEMENT to

File this Supplement with your
36 -page SAMS MASTER INDEX.

SAMS MASTER INDEX No. 102

Together, they give you complete PHOTOFACT coverage.
For models and chassis not

listed in this Supplement,

refer to

SAMS MASTER
No. 102. If you
haven't a copy, send for it
today. It's FREE
just
write to HOWARD W.
SAMS & CO., INC., 2201
East 46th Street, Indian-

This Supplement is your handy index to new models covered in the
latest PHOTOFACT Sets 346 through 348. It's your guide to the world's
finest service data coverage of the current output of the new TV and
Radio receivers, as well as models not previously covered in PHOTO FACT. It keeps you right up to date.

(NM

INDEX

..

TO SAMS

PHOIOFACI

FOLDERS

.

apolis 5, Indiana.

ALWAYS USE YOUR LATEST ISSUE OF THIS SUPPLEMENT
TOGETHER, THEY
WITH THE SAMS MASTER INDEX . .
ARE YOUR COMPLETE INDEX TO OVER 30,000 MODELS.
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346-2

402)

Model 4D18D (See Ch. 4G2)
Model 40280 (See Ch. 402)
Model 40220 (See Ch. 402)

347-1

ANDREA
(Ch.

2LB-VP21

VP21) (See Model

C-VP21-Set 326-4)
9562 (Ch. 1.40900)
348-1
Ch. 1.40900 (See Model 9562)

347-2
346-3

BUICK

347-3
346-4

981707
981708

CBS -COLUMBIA
B (Ch. 921-93) (See PCB
Model
179 -Set
346-1
and

U23C39,

("MM"

215401 ("U" Line)

5451, 215452 ("U" Line)
(' U" Line)
215551, 215552 ("U" Line)
245801, 245802 (' U" Line)
21

215501, 215502

Line)

347-6
348-3
348-3
348-3
348-3
348-3

LECTROLAB

348-4
348-5

R-500
R-600

MAGNAVOX

18

348-6
Series
347-7
Series
Chassis AMP -15188 (See Ch. AMP-

21

23C491. -Set 292-3)
(Ch. 921-93) (See PCB
Model
and
179 -Set
346.1
23C491. -Set 292-3)
U23119, B (Ch. 921-93) (See PCB
Model
179 -Set
346.1
and
23C491. -Set 292-3)
23039, B (Ch. 921-941 (See PCB
Model
and
179 -Set
346-1

151AA-Set 343-6)
Chassis CMUA435CB, CMUA436CB,

(Ch. 921-94) (See PCB
and
Model
346-1

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)
Chassis U18.01AA, U18.02AA, U18-

U23C49L

23C49L-Set 292-3)

23T19,

B

179 -Set

23C49L-Set 292-3)

Ch. 921-93 (See Model U23C39)

CORONADO
RAI2-8121.A
DEW ALD

346-5

K-544

347-4

DUMONT

RA-380,

RA

381346-22-S

FIRESTONE
4.A-154 (Code 382.6-374/2)

4-A.160 (Code 297.6-581)

348-2
346-6

NALLICRAFTERS
10759008, M, T, 10759018, M, T
(Ch. A2011, 82011) ..348-18-S
17757408, M (Ch. A2007) 348-18-S

CMUA437CB, CMUA438CB (250
Series) (See PCB 168-Set 331-1,
346-1 and Ch.
PCB 179 -Set

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)
CTA435CB,
CTA436CB,
Chassis

CTA438CB (250 Sees) (See PCB 168 -Set 331.1,
PCB
179 -Set 346.1 and Ch.

CTA437CB,

03AA,

U18.04AA

(18

Series)

348-6

Chassis U18-0188, UI8-0288, U180388,

U18-0468

(18

Series)

348-6

Chassis U21-01AA, 021-02AA, U2103AA,

U21-04AA

(21

Series)

347-7

Chassis V18.01 AA, V18.02AA, V1803AA, V18-04AA (18 Series)

348-6

Chassis V18-01 BB, 718.02138, V1803118,

V18-0488

(18

Series)

348-6

Chassis V21-01AA, V21.02AA, V2103AA,
METEOR

V21-04AA

(21

Series)

347-7

(Ch. 549.200351 348-7
Ch. 549.20035 (See Model 4103-H)

4103-H

VICTOR-Cont.
2117152, U, 2117153,
RCA

348-8
347-8

840 (P5606)
841, 842, 843
844 (C5609), 844118

(C5609HR(

348-8
348-9

910, 910118, 911

KCS98A, C)

2117157,
2177352,
U

Series (Ch.

TS -905)

21CT2 Series (Ch.

TS -905)

U

346-22-S
346-22-S

346-7

PHILCO

347-10
D-1345
E-670, E.672, E-675, E-676 346-8
E2002C, E2004F, G, SP (Ch. 7E10,
348-10
7E11)
347-11
1.7
UE2002C, 0E2004F, G, SP (Ch.
348-10
7E10 -U, 7E11 -U)
Ch. 7E10, -U, 7E11, -U (See Model
E2002C)
PHONOLA
347-12

655, 855

PONTIAC

346-9

988569
RCA VICTOR
RS -1531

Model

(See

6EMP2A-Set 338-9)
-152D)

(See Model

6EY3A-Set 332-12)

7HF4

347-13
346-10

(Ch. R5 -146F)

7HF5(Ch.

21D7125,

RS

-158)
2117427,

U,

U

U,

2107487, U,

(Ch.

346-11
2107447,
346-11

KCS104E,
21D7445, U, 2107446, U,
U (Ch. KCS104H, 1)
2107479, U (Ch. 11510411,
F)

21D7485,

21

1)

346-11
07488,

346-11
(Ch. KC5104H,1)
2107505, U, 2107506, U, 2107507,
346-11
U (Ch. KC5104H, 1)
2177112, U, 2117113, U (Ch.
347-14
KCS98A, C)
2117117, U (Ch. KCS98A, C)

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

347-14

U, 2177416, U, 2177417,

2407547,

U,

U

(Ch.

KCS104AA, AB)

346-11

U, 2407568,
KC5104AA, AB)

U

2407587,

U

(Ch.

346-11

(Ch. KCS104AC, AD)

346-11

U

347-14

Denotes Television Receiver.

Sel Folder
No.
No.
SILVERTONE
3250 (Ch. 137.917)
348-13
7013, 7014 (Ch. 132.40100) 347-16
7200, 7202 (Ch. 132.40200) 346-16
Ch. 132.40100 (See Model 7013)
Ch. 132.40200 (See Model 7200)
Ch. 137.917 (See Model 3250)

STEELMAN

U, 2407706, U, 2407708,
(Ch. KCS104AE, AF) 346-11
U
(Ch.
U, 24D7728,
346-11
KCSI04AE, AF)
Ch. KCS98A, C (See Model 2177112)
Ch. KCS98E,F(See Model 2177352)
Ch. KCSI04A (See Model 2117385)
Ch. KCS104AA (See Model 24D7545)
Model
KC5104A8
(See
Ch.

24075450)

Ch. KCS104AC (See Model 2407587)
Model
KCSIO4AD
Ch.
(See

2407587U)
Ch. KCS104AE (See Model 2407705)
Model
(See
Ch.
KCS104AF

24D7705U)
KC51048 (See Model 2117385U)
KCS1O4C (See Model 2117415)
KC5104D (See Model 2177415U)
KC5104E (See Model 2107425)
KCSI04F (See Model 21074250)
KCSIO4H (See Model 2107487)
KC51041 (See Model 2107487U)
KC5104K (See Model 2107505)
KC5104L (See Model 21075050)
RS -146F (See Model 7HF4)
RS -152D (See Model 7EP45)
RS -158 (See Model 7HF5(

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

REGENCY
TR -6

346-12

348-14

355, 356

TRAV-LER

621-740,

U

621-750,

U

721-8400,

82407705,
U

983336

RS

F)

U, 2117386, U, 2117387,

24D7545,

24D7726,

(Ch.

C)

347-14

U, 2117355, U, 2177357,

346-11

OLDSMOBILE

7EP45

(Ch.

347-14

346-11

2407566,

(Ch.

U

KCS98A,

(Ch. KC5104C, DI

57R1, 5782, 57R3, 57R4 (Ch. HS 347-9
522)
Ch. HS -522 (See Model 5781)
Ch. TS -905 (See Model 21CK3
Series)

7EP2

(Ch.

(Ch. KC5104A, 8)

2177415,
U

U

(Ch. KC598E,

2117385,

MOTOROLA

21CK3

Folder
No.

Set

No.

No. No.

MOPAR

HOTPOINT
17S302

Set Folder

Folder
No.

17T5760B, BOX, M (Ch. A2007,
E2007)
348-18-S
17157808, M (Ch. A2007) 348-I8 -S
21118548, M (Ch. C2005) (See
Model 17TT700E-Set 339-7)
21KT8558, M (Ch. D2005) (See
Model 1777700E-Set 339-7)
Ch. A2007 (See Model 17157408)
82011
(See Model
Ch. A2011,
10TS900B)
Ch. E2007 (See Model 1775760B1X)

175301,

ARVIN

BROC INER
Mark 30A
Mark 30C

No.

HALLICRAFTERS-Cont.

Models HP2235, HP2238 (See Ch.

AIRLINE
8080-4020A, GRX-4120A

Set

Folder
No.

Set

No.

ADMIRAL
Chassis 402, 4G2A

Ch.

(Ch.

U

631-26,

631-26, 632-26)
632-26)

347-18-S

(Ch. 631-26, 632-26)

347-18-S

632-26 (See

Model

621-740)
TRU ETONE

348-15
346-17

04625A, 04626A

201713A, 201714A
V -M

347-17

1275

WEBCOR

348-16
346-18

GT1651

1654, 1657, 1661

WESTINGHOUSE
11221155, 8221156, H227157A (Ch.

347-18-S

71-2293)

8H227Ú155, H22711156 (Ch. V-22941

347-18-5

8.113, H-114, H.716 (Ch. V-2105)
(See Model H.117 -Set 11-34)
H.557P4, H -558P4, H -559P4 (Ch.
V.2271-1)
346-19
H -598P4, H.599P4 (Ch. V-2271.1)

346-19

Ch. V.2105 (See Model 11-1131
Ch. V-2271,1 (See Model H -557P41
Ch. 7.2293 (See Model H2211551
Ch. V-2294 (See Model H22TU155)

ZENITH
HFYIOL, Y, HFY12E,

ROLAND

347-18-S

(Ch. 631-26,

R

(Ch. 3704)

346-20

346-13
348-11
347-15

HFZ18R, HFZI9E(Ch. 5Z21) 346-21
Ch. 3904 (See Model HFY1OL)
Ch. 5Z21 (See Model HFZ18R)

331

348-12
346-14

EKOTAPE
250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 260,

SETCHELL-CARLSON
(Ch. C-101)

346-15

WILCOX GAY

4PL, 4P2-1, 4P2-2
SPL, 5P5-1, 5P5U-1
6TR

SCOTT (H. H.)
330

P-62

RECORDERS

261

Ch. C-101 (See Model P-62)
S

Denotes Schematic Coverage Only.

651, 674

347-5

348-17
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THE NEW SAMS INDEX
TO PHOTOFACT FOLDERS

it keeps you up-to-the-minute
on receiver coverage
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PHOTOFACT Folders give you the world's finest Service
data on TV and radio models just as soon as they hit
the market. Now-with the new INDEX SYSTEM to
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PHOTOFACT, you locate the latest PHOTOFACT coverage immediately.
If you're a Service Technician, you can get the new
Sams Index FREE. Here's how it keeps you up-to-date
on receiver coverage: The Master Index (36 pagesissued twice yearly) is the complete reference to all
PHOTOFACT Folders produced up to the date of its
issue. In addition, you get an Index Supplement each
month covering that month's releases of PHOTOFACT
Folders. Thus; the Master Index plus the supplements keep you right up with current PHOTOFACT
coverage. (The Index Supplements also appear each
month in "PF Reporter" Magazine.)
It's easy to get your complete Index service to
PHOTOFACT at NO COST TO YOU. If you're a Service
Technician, just fill in the coupon and mail to us
today. It will bring the Master Index direct to your
shop, and monthly supplements will be mailed to you
regularly thereafter. YOU'LL KEEP RIGHT UP-TO-THEMINUTE ON PHOTOFACT COVERAGE-you'll be able to
locate the data you need on over 30,000 models, as
well as on CURRENT MODEL RELEASES.

Mail coupon today for your free subscription
to the Sams Photofact Index

a

HOWARD W. SAMS

CO., INC

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
2203 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana
Send me your FREE Master Index to PHOTOFACT Folders (twice yearly),
and put me on your mailing list to receive all Index Supplements. My letterhead and/or business card is attached.

TAKE THE RIGHT STEP TO TIME -SAVING
PROFIT -BUILDING BUSINESS: Sign up with
your Parts Distributor to get PHOTOFACT
Folder Sets automatically each month.

DO IT NOW!

I

am a Service Technician:

full time;

part time.

My Distributor is:
Shop Name

Attn:
Address

L -----.City

--- ---State

Zone

NMI

Mil

MOB-J

The Keynote of the 3rd Annual

NATIONAL TELEVISION SERVICEMEN'S WEEK
is

YOU!

.I

Once again, RCA salutes its partners in the great electronic industry-you, the TV
servicemen-whose neighborhood is America, whose business is America's entertainment!
This year, RCA's salute to you is carried over network radio and TV, including March 16th
TV Emmy Awards program and March 23rd Perry Como show; in the March 25th issue of Life,
and the March 23rd issues of the Saturday Evening Post and TV Guide; in local newspapers;
via displays, streamers and mailings, in every town and. city from coast to coast. All America
joins with us in a tribute to you-the men who help keep the nation's TV "rollin'"!
REGISTERED WITH U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, MARCH 25 To 30

EXTRA! EXTRA! To Dealers Who Can Qualify here is the most

powerful identification program that RCA has ever offered:
be an AUTHORIZED RCA ELECTRON TUBE DEALER

for Prestige... for Profit
See your RCA Distributor salesman today, and get.all the facts.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Tube Division

Harrisoin, New Jersey

anober

L 1,0

LITT ELFUSE

List)1_

MOUNTINGS DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED
FOR THE

SARKES-TARZIAN

Silicon

LITTELFUSE,

Roc -tutors

Des Plaines, Illinois

